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------------- FINAL------------

MINUTES OF THE HLW LICENSING SUPPORT SYSTEM 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

May 18-19, 1988 
Washington, D.C.  

MEETING LOCATION AND ATTENDANCE 
The seventh meeting of the HLW Licensing Support System 

Advisory Committee (hereafter referred to as the committee) was 
held on May 18, 1988 from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and May 19, 1988 
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The meeting was held in the offices 
of The Conservation Foundation in Washington, D.C.  

A list of committee members and members of the public who 
attended this meeting is appended hereto as Attachment 1.  

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES and ANNOUNCEMENTS 
As its first item of business, the committee discussed the 

draft minutes from the committee's April meeting. Several 
changes were suggested and incorporated into those minutes. The 
facilitator also asked if there were any suggestions for changes 
to the draft minutes of the March 22-24, 1988 meeting, which had 
not yet been made final. No suggestions for changes were made by 
the members of the committee.  

The facilitator announced that the NRC and DOE spokespersons 
both had job changes in the recent past but in both cases these 
individuals explained that they would continue to represent their 
agencies in these negotiations.  

The facilitator also noted that the NRC had received and 
responded to a letter from Governor Roy Romer on behalf of the 
Corridor Governments Planning Group expressing their 
disappointment in the committee's decision respecting their 
participation. The facilitator circulated a copy of both of 
these letters (see Attachment 2).  

DISCUSSION OF THE DRAFT RULE 
The first and only agenda item for the committee was to 

review and discuss the latest version of the draft rule which had 
been revised on the basis of discussions at the last meeting and 
distributed to the members of the committee on May 3, 1988 (see 
Attachment 3).  

NRC representatives explained that the draft rule now before 
the committee should be considered the negotiating committee's 
draft rather than the NRC's draft in the sense that it reflects 
changes that the committee had tentatively agreed to at its last 
meeting. The NRC, as a party to the negotiations, had additional 
changes to suggest at this meeting.  

The committee agreed that it would simply discuss the draft 
rule section by section and get as far as they could before the 
end of the meeting. The facilitator explained that when he asked 
whether there was any dissent at the end of each section or each 
page, that this was an opportunity for committee members to
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express any dissatisfaction with the proposed language and make 
suggestions for changes. If no such comments or suggestions are 
forthcoming the assumption will be that the committee has reached 
a tentative agreement on the language in the draft rule. He 
explained that there will be opportunities to go back and make 
additional changes but, generally speaking, the process had 
reached the stage where it is essential for the committee to 
express their concerns and strive to achieve clear agreements, 
albeit tentative agreements, on the specific language to be used 
in the draft rule.  

(Author's note: The following is an attempt to capture the 
committee's discussion regarding the major substantive changes it 
made or considered making to the draft rule. There is a 
possibility that some minor editorial changes which were made by 
the committee are not reflected in these minutes. Readers who 
are interested in the precise nature of all changes made to the 
draft rule should refer to the May 30, 1988 version).  

Section 2.100 Scope of the Subpart 
No suggestions for changes were made to this section.  

Section 2.1001 Definitions 
The committee agreed to make several changes to this 

section. These changes are summarized below.  

Bibliographic header - The committee agreed to change the 
definition of this term to read: "'bibliographic header! 
means the minimum series of descriptive fields defined by 
the LSS Administrator that a potential party or party must 
submit with a document or other material. The bibliographic 
header fields are a subset of the fields in the full 
header." DOE representatives suggested that the term "as 
defined by the LSS Administrator" be removed from the 
definition. They explained that they needed to have these 
fields defined now and that it was their understanding that 
the technical work group will be making recommendations on 
this issue to this committee. The committee decided to 
discuss this issue in more detail under the LSS 
Administration section.  

Circulated draft - The committee agreed to the following 
definition for this term: "'circulated draft' means a 
nonfinal document circulated for supervisory concurrence or 
signature which did not become a final document due to 
objections or revisions by someone other than the original 
author or authors and in which the original author or others 
in the concurrence process non-concurred." 

Full header - The committee agreed to the following 
definition for this term: "'full header' means the series of 
descriptive fields and subject terms given to a document or 
other material." 

Image - The committee agreed to that the word "disk" should 
be changed to "media."
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LSS Administrator - The committee agreed that the second 
sentence of this definition should be changed to read: "The 
LSS Administrator shall not represent the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission staff as a party to the high-level 
waste licensing proceeding or be part of the same management 
chain reporting to the Director of the Office of Nuclear 
Material Safety and Safeguards." The committee agreed that 
the intent of this definition should be clarified in the 
preamble.  

Party - The committee agreed to substitute the definition 
used in the draft rule with language that was proposed by 
the representatives of the State of Nevada and modified 
slightly on the basis of committee discussion. The newly 
agreed upon definition reads as follows: "'party' for 
purposes of this subpart means the license applicant, the 
NRC staff, the host state and any affected indian tribe in 
accordance with section 60.63(a) and a person admitted under 
section 2.1015 of this subpart, or a unit of government 
admitted under section 2.715(c) of this part, to the 
proceeding on an application for a license to receive and 
possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repository operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this 
chapter. Provided that a host state or affected indian 
tribe shall file a list of contentions in accordance with 
the provisions of section 2.1015(a)(2)(ii), (iii) and (iv).  
'Party' does not, include the LSS Administrator." EEI's 
representative stated that there may be a problem with this 
definition in that "units of governments admitted under 
section 2.715(c)" are not required to file contentions and 
are therefore not truly a "party" to the proceeding. NRC 
representatives stated that the easiest way to address this 
problem would be to add a category of "interested government 
participant and remove the reference to section 2.715(c).  

Potential party - The committee agreed to the language used 
in the draft rule and to add a sentence to this definition 
that would allow "potential party" status to be carried 
forward to the first pre-hearing order on a petition to 
intervene as a party.  

Pre-license application phase - The committee agreed to the 
language used in the draft rule, but directed the NRC to 
explain in the preamble that until the LSS is fully 
operational, potential parties will only have access to 
whatever information is available in the LSS.  

Personal record - The committee agreed to insert the words 
"or possessor's" following the word "author" and prior to 
the words "sole discretion." 

Section 2.1001 - High-Level Waste Licensing Support System; and 
Section 2.1002 - Scope of the Licensing Support System 

The committee agreed to combine these two sections into one 
section and to renumber the paragraphs of these two sections and 
all of the remaining sections accordingly. (Authors note:
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reference to section numbers in the remainder of the minutes 
reflects this renumbering.) 

The committee agreed to remove several clauses in the new 
paragraphs (a) and (b) that committee members considered to be 
redundant with the definition of "documentary material." The 
committee also agreed to change the words "State of Nevada" in 

paragraph (b) to "host state." It was clarified that the new 
paragraph (d) was meant to address the rights of parties and 
potential parties under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as 
well as several other "independent rights." It was agreed that 
this should be fully explained in the preamble to the rule.  

Section 2.1003 - Submission of material to the LSS 
Paragraphs (a)-(c) 

EEI's representative asked why DOE had been separated out 
for special treatment in paragraphs (a)-(c). NRC responded that 
because DOE would be doing the tasks specified in these 
paragraphs as part of its internal records management system, NRC 
did not want to place duplicative requirements on the LSS 
Administrator. DOE representatives stated that, although they 
did not have a clear idea as to how many documents might fall 
into this category there may be some documents which would not be 
captured through their internal records management system but 
would nevertheless be required to be entered into the LSS. The 
NRC spokesperson stated that they wanted to avoid a situation in 
which there is a crunch at the end of the pre-license application 
phase concerning the entry of backlogged DOE documents that 
somehow becomes or is the responsibility of the LSS 
administrator. DOE suggested, and NRC and the committee agreed, 
that the NRC should also be singled out in the same way that the 
DOE had been singled out in paragraphs (a)-(c). Thus, it was 
agreed that the words "and the NRC" should be inserted in each of 
these paragraphs following the words "license applicant." 

The agreed upon changes to paragraphs (a)-(c) would require 
both the DOE and the NRC to submit to the LSS Administrator an 
ASCII file, an image and a bibliographic header for all 
documentary material generated by these parties regardless of 
when the document was generated. Whereas, all other parties or 
potential parties will be required to submit an ASCII file, an 
image and a bibliographic header only for documentary material 
that is generated by that party after it has been granted access 
to the LSS. For documentary material generated by a party or 
potential party (other than DOE or NRC) prior to the date that 
they are granted access to the LSS, they need only submit an 
image and a bibliographic header and the LSS administrator would 
be required to convert the document into an ASCII file and enter 
it into the LSS.  

NRC representatives explained that in paragraph (a)(1) they 
had tried to make it clear that circulated drafts that did not 
become final drafts due to the fact that there was never a final 
decision were to be included in the LSS. After agreeing that 
this should be the intent of the language, the committee agreed 
to remove the words "relating to a final decision" in paragraphs 
(a)(1) and (a)(2). (Authors note: In so doing the committee also 
changed the definition of "circulated draft" by inserting the 
word "objections." This change has already been reflected in
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these minutes in the discussion of the definitions section.) The 
committee agreed that any further explanation of this issue 
should occur in the preamble.  

EEI's representative questioned whether the references to 
the "topical guidelines" that are made in paragraphs (b) and (c) 
were meant to indicate the scope of relevant or potentially 
relevant information or to specify the categories of information 
that should be included in the LSS in searchable full text.  
Other committee members stated that their understanding of the 
committee's tentative agreements up to then was that these lists 
were meant to serve as guidance on what should be considered 
relevant or potentially relevant and that anything that falls 
within this scope would be entered into the LSS in searchable 
full text, with the exception of the items listed in the 
exclusion section. It was pointed out that this interpretation 
was reflected in the definition given to the term "documentary 
material" and the manner in which this term is used in Section 
2.1003. EEl's representative stated that EEI was not yet ready 
to give the committee its final position on whether they find 
this approach acceptable.  

The NRC clarified again that they do not want these lists 
included in the rule because it would be too difficult to modify 
them after the rule has been made final. The committee agreed to 
strike the reference to the topical guidelines in paragraphs (b) 
and (c) because several members believed that these references 
were redundant with the reference to the topical guidelines made 
in the definition of "documentary materials." 

Representatives of the State of Nevada asked whether there 
should be any time requirements placed on the submission of 
documentary material under this section. In particular, they 
stated that their recollection was that the committee had agreed 
that documents generated after a party or potential'party is 
granted access to the LSS would be entered "reasonably 
contemporaneously" with the documents generation, and for DOE's 
backlogged documents, if they had not been entered into the LSS 
within six months prior to the date upon which the application 
was intended to be submitted, the application must be submitted 
under Subpart G rather than Subpart J. Alternatively, the DOE 
could delay the submission of the application until such time as 
they have come into compliance with the LSS.  

The committee agreed that this was their intent and that 
this section should be revised in order to reflect the 
"reasonably contemporaneous" concept with respect to new or 
"prospectively generated" documents. It was pointed out that the 
issue of time requirements for submitting "backlogged" documents 
is addressed in paragraph (j)(1) and (2), as well as in in other 
sections of the draft rule, particularly sections 2.1011 and 
2.1012. It was noted that paragraphs (a)-(c) would probably have 
to be reorganized in order to deal with time considerations since 
paragraph (c) currently combined both "backlogged" and 
"prospectively generated" documents without addressing the timing 
of their entry.  

The question was then raised as to how contractor documents 
will be handled given the definitions for circulated drafts and 
the requirement for "reasonably contemporaneous" entry into the 
LSS. A representative of the State of Nevada stated that their
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position was that when a contractor signs off on a document as 
being a final document, that is when it should be put into the 
LSS rather than when it becomes the agency's final document. NRC 

representatives stated that the language of (a)(1) which says 
"generated by, or at the direction of ... " was meant to address 

this issue and should be interpreted to mean that contractor 
documents will be included in the LSS when they become final 

documents. DOE representatives stated that there may be a 

potential problem with this approach in that it would require 
them to renegotiate many of their existing contracts. Nevada 
representatives made it very clear that their overall agreement 
to this rule hinged in large part on whether DOE contractors 
would be required to comply with the LSS rule. DOE's 
spokesperson stated that as long as a document meets the 
definition of "documentary material" and "circulated drafts" it 

will be entered into the LSS regardless of whether it is a 
contractor document or an internal document.  

Paragraph (d) 
EEI's representative questioned whether paragraph (d) should 

be removed. He stated that this paragraph essentially 
constitutes a requirement for establishing a certain form of 
internal records management that is beyond the scope of this 
rulemaking. In particular, he stated that some organizations may 

simply provide comments on circulated drafts through notations in 

the margins of documents. Such organizations should not be 
required to establish a whole new and completely separate 
internal records management procedure for purposes of compliance 
with this rule. DOE representatives stated that comments on 
circulated drafts will be captured as part of the circulated 
draft and entered into the LSS as a single unit, subject to 
justifiable privileges. NRC representatives stated that free 
standing comments on circulated drafts would be considered final 
agency documents and therefore subject to entry into the LSS, 
again subject to any justifiable privileges. Representatives of 
the State of Nevada stated that they were willing to strike 
paragraph (d). Representatives of the environmental coalition 
stated that they were not yet willing to agree to strike this 
paragraph because some parties may not operate in the manner 
indicated in paragraph (d). The committee agreed that this 
section should be removed from the next version of the draft 
rule, pending the environmental coalition's review of the draft 
without this paragraph.  

Paragraph (e) 
Representatives of the State of Nevada proposed alternative 

language for paragraph (e)(1) which would give the Advisory 
Review Board a role in determining what is and is not suitable 

for entry into the LSS. This language attempts to address the 

possibility that some of the categories of documentary material 

listed in the draft rule as unsuitable for entry into the LSS may 

actually be suitable, at least in part. The language proposed by 
Nevada was as follows:
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"Each potential party or party shall submit a bibliographic 
header for all documentary material determined to be 
unsuitable for entry into the (LSS) in searchable full text.  
Such material may include all, or parts of, such categories 
of documentary material as raw data, computer runs, computer 
programs and codes, field notes, core samples, maps, 
photographs, and travel vouchers for travel funded by the 
Nuclear Waste Fund established pursuant to section 302 of 
the (NWPA)." 

DOE representatives stated that this language was acceptable 
as long as it did not mean that the categories listed would be 

dealt with on a case by case basis. Nevada representatives 
explained that their intent was that it be possible to capture 
such things as "field notes" and "raw data" in the LSS if these 
documentary materials can in fact be captured. They stated that 

they are concerned that the current version of the draft rule 

might ultimately be used to exclude documentary material that 

would otherwise be required to be entered and be suitable for 
entry into the LSS.  

The spokesperson for the NRC stated that their intent was to 

identify categories of information that are clearly unsuitable 
for entry into the LSS in searchable full text. He suggested 
that perhaps the two offensive terms, "raw data" and "field 
notes," should be removed from this list if there is no agreement 
that they clearly are unsuitable. He also stated that he. did not 

want the Advisory Review Board playing a role in deciding what 
should be excluded from-entry into the LSS in searchable full 
text. He felt that this should be established in the rule and 

that any disputes over the interpretation of the rule should be 
resolved through Pre-license Application Licensing Board or the 
Licensing Board after the application has been submitted. He 
noted that the rule requires parties and potential parties to 
submit a bibliographic header that will describe these 
documentary materials.  

Nevada representatives stated that they were concerned with 
the universality of the phrases used in the draft rule, 
particularly "raw data" and "field notes," and that excluding all 

such documentary material meant that the LSS was not really going 

to give them anything more than they would have had through 
traditional discovery. He also emphasized that the licensing 
proceeding itself is ultimately likely to be fought over raw data 

and the interpretations given to that data.  
The facilitator noted that Nevada representatives and DOE 

were currently attempting to resolve problems that were 
experienced in trying to gain access to DOE's raw data and that 

if they are able to work out an agreement, which would not be a 

part of this rule, it might go a long way to resolving this 
issue. The spokesperson for the environmental coalition stated 

that such an agreement might resolve the issue for now, but this 

issue is likely to come up again so that it should be addressed 
in the rule itself.  

The committee agreed that the bibliographic headers for 

documentary material that are unsuitable for entry into the LSS 

in searchable full text should include information on the 

location of the material. It was also suggested that it might be
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useful to be more clear in the rule about why certain categories 
of documentary material are unsuitable for entry into the LSS in 
searchable full text, rather than simply listing the categories 
that are unsuitable as it does now. The committee agreed to 
address the issues raised by the State of Nevada at the next 
meeting, after Nevada and DOE representatives have a chance to 
meet and review the raw data and field notes that are currently 
being collected.  

Paragraph (j) 
It was agreed that the term "LSS Administrator" should be 

substituted for "Director of the Office of Nuclear Material 
Safety and Safeguards" throughout this subsection. By making 
this change, it was clarified that the staff function with 
respect to docketing will be separated from the certification of 
LSS compliance, with the former being kept under control of the 
NMSS and the latter under the control of the LSS Administrator.  

It was also agreed that the evaluation of the DOE's 
compliance with the LSS rule by the LSS Administrator under 
(j)(2)(i) should occur at six month intervals after the LSS 
Administrator has been appointed, rather than six month intervals 
after the appointment of the Pre-license Application Licensing 
Board. Under (j)(2)(ii), it was agreed that the word "publish" 
should be substituted for "prepared." 

It was also agreed that paragraph (j)(3) should be revised 
as follows: 

"In the event that the LSS Administrator does not certify 
substantial compliance under paragraph (j)(1) of this 
section, the proceeding on the application for a license to 
receive and possess high-level radioactive waste a geologic 
repository operations area shall be governed by subpart G of 
this part." 

It was also agreed that paragraph (j) should be revised so 
that it was clear that DOE could request the LSS Administrator to 
evaluate their compliance with the LSS rule sooner than the six 
month interval if DOE believes they are in compliance.  

Several committee members asked whether there would be any 
avenues of appeal to the LSS Administrator's decision concerning 
DOE's compliance with the LSS rule. NRC representatives stated 
that it was their intent that such decisions could be appealed to 
Pre-license Application Licensing Board and from there to the 
Commission.  

EEI's representative stated that the draft rule did not seem 
to allow for the proceeding to shift from Subpart G to Subpart J 
if DOE came into compliance with the LSS rule after docketing 
under Subpart G. The NRC spokesperson stated that this was 
because the three year licensing deadline will not be met if the 
application is submitted under subpart G and one of the primary 
purposes of Subpart J is to meet the three year deadline. EEI's 
representative stated that it would be understood that if DOE 
submitted their application under Subpart G the NRC would not be 
expected to meet the three year deadline. He added that it would 
wasteful not to take advantage of the time savings that would be
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afforded by the LSS when and if DOE comes into compliance with 
Subpart J, even if this occurs after the application has been 
docketed under Subpart G. Representatives of the State of Nevada 
agreed with this suggestion. It was agreed that EEl's 
representative would propose language to accomplish this 
objective, that NRC representatives would consider this language, 
and that the committee would take this up again at its next 
meeting.  

Section 2.1004 - Amendments and Additions 
EEI's representative questioned whether the requirement that 

verification of correct entry occur within five days of the entry 
of the documents would be possible for DOE given that the current 
estimate is that it will be entering some 18,000 pages per day of 
backlogged material during the pre-application phase. It was 
agreed that the five day verification requirement should be used 
during the post application period and that a more reasonable 
period, perhaps 30 or 60 days be used during the pre-application 
period.  

EEI's representative also questioned whether the language 
used in paragraph (d)(1) was meant to imply that each page that 
would be entered into the LSS as a revision to a previous entry 
(as opposed to the correction of a previous entry under 
paragraphs (a)-(c)) would be entered as a separate document. NRC 
representatives stated that the concept was to only enter the 
revised pages into the LSS and that if there was more than one 
page being revised, the collection of revised pages for that 
document would be entered together as a separate document. A 
bibliographic header would not only be entered for this new 
document, explaining exactly what the document contains, but, as 
specified in paragraph (d)(2), the bibliographic header for the 
original document would be revised to indicate that revisions 
have been made to the document and that these revisions have been 
entered into the LSS as a separate document. It was agreed that 
the language used in paragraph (d)(1) should be revised to 
reflect this understanding.  

Section 2.1005 - Exclusions 
No major substantive changes were made to this section.  

Section 2.1006 - Privilege 
It was agreed that paragraph (a) of this section should be 

changed to read as follows: 

"Subject to the requirement in section 2.1003(f) of this 
subpart, the traditional discovery privileges recognized in 
NRC adjudicatory proceedings and the exceptions from 
disclosure in section 2.790 of this part may be asserted by 
potential parties and parties. In addition to Federal 
agencies, the deliberative process privilege may be asserted 
by State and local government entities, and Indian Tribes." 

EEI's representative asked whether the concept in paragraph 
(b) was that the LSS will or will not include a protective order 
file. NRC representatives responded that paragraph (b) does not
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preclude the possibility of entering a protective order file into 
the LSS, but it does not require that it be entered into the LSS.  
Rather, it leaves it up to the Licensing Board to determine 
whether it should be entered into the LSS. The reason why this 
approach has been taken is that the security of documents that 
are entered into the LSS cannot be guaranteed, but in some 
instances placing a document into a protective order file may not 
require an absolute guarantee. Thus, the NRC stated that it 
would like to give the Licensing Board with some flexibility to 
decide how to handle this on a case by case basis.  

DOE representatives stated that this section does not 
adequately address the need to protect classified information.  
NRC representatives responded that the handling of such 
information is addressed under Subpart I of their rules. It was 
agreed that this section of the rule would be revised to indicate 
that classified information would be subject to Subpart I and 
would not be entered into the LSS.  

Section 2.1007 - Public Access 
Representatives of the environmental coalition asked the NRC 

when the public access terminals referred to in paragraphs 
(a)(1)-(3) will be available. The NRC representatives responded 
that it was their intent that these terminals will be made made 
available at the same time that access to the LSS will be 
available to potential parties. Environmental representatives 
requested that the language used in these paragraphs be revised 
to reflect this understanding.  

It was also agreed that the location of the public access 
terminals specified in paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) would be 
referenced in paragraph (a)(4) so that it would be clear that the 
public access terminals referred to in (a)(4) would be in the 
same locations as those in paragraphs (a)(1)-(a)(3).  

On the basis of a question asked by a representative of the 
environmental coalition, it was clarified that remote access by 
members of the public to the full headers which would be made 
available in the public document rooms referred to in paragraph 
(a) would not be possible. If an individual or organization 
wanted to gain access to any portion of the LSS from a remote 
location they would have to petition the Licensing Board for 
potential party or party status. Otherwise, they would only have 
access to the full headers at the locations specified in 
paragraph (a).  

The spokesperson for the environmental coalition asked what 
the purpose of paragraph (d) was and the NRC spokesperson 
explained that this paragraph was inserted in order to make it 
clear that the LSS Administrator is not a separate federal agency 
for purposes of compliance with the Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA). In other words, documents that are submitted to the LSS 
Administrator for entry into the LSS would remain under the 
custody or control of the agency or organization that submitted 
the document. Thus, FOIA requests for agency records that are in 
the LSS must be made to the federal agency that submitted the 
document. Documents that are submitted by potential parties 
other than federal agencies would not be subject to FOIA and, 
thus, would not be made available unless the potential party or 
party that submitted the document chose to make it available
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independently. After the license application has been docketed, 
the portion of the LSS that constitutes the docket would be 
subject to FOIA regardless of who submitted the document.  

The spokesperson for the environmental coalition proposed 
that the paper copy availability of LSS documents referred to in 
paragraph (b) be required to occur within 10 days, as is required 
by FOIA. NRC representatives responded that for federal agency 
records that are already in the LSS there should be no reason why 
the agency that submitted them should not be able to meet the 10 
day deadline for responding to FOIA requests. However, he stated 
that it would not be acceptable for the LSS Administrator to be 
responsible for enforcing such a requirement. The intent of 
paragraph (b) was to indicate that paper copy availability, 
duplication fees, and fee waivers would be governed by the FOIA 
regulations of the agency that submitted the documents. They 
suggested that the mechanics of all of this, which are not * 

immediately apparent in the rule itself, would be spelled out in 
the preamble to the rule.  

It was also suggested that the mechanics of potential party 
and party access under paragraph (c), and in particular who pays 
for what elements of the costs of access, also be spelled out in 
the preamble. EEl's representative asked whether there was any 
limit to the number of pages that can be subject to a FOIA fee 
waiver. The NRC spokesperson replied that there was no such 
limit and the environmental spokesperson added that section 9.41 
of the NRC's rules specifies criteria for what is a reasonable 
request in this regard.  

The spokesperson for the environmental coalition asked what 
had happened to the notion of priority seating at public access 
points for parties or potential parties who cannot afford the 
necessary equipment to gain access from a remote location. She 
stated that these parties would be forced to use the public 
document rooms to gain access to the LSS. NRC representatives 
stated that if this becomes a problem the agency will simply add 
terminals to the public document rooms. He reiterated, however, 
that only the full headers of all LSS documents and images of 
whatever federal agency's public document room one happens to be 
sitting in, would be available at these public access terminals 
during the pre-application phase. It is only after the license 
application has been submitted and docketed that the searchable 
full text and headers of all documents will be made available on 
the terminals located in the public document rooms referred to in 
paragraph (a). NRC noted that joint public and party access to 
terminals located in public document rooms has been accomplished 
successfully in other NRC proceedings and, in these proceedings, 
procedures were established to ensure priority access by the 
parties.  

The committee agreed to add language to section 2.1010 that 
would allow disputes between potential parties over access to the 
LSS to be brought to the Pre-license Application Licensing Board.  

Section 2.1008 - Potential Parties 
It was agreed that the three factors set out in paragraphs 

(b)(1)-(3) and (c)(1)(i)-(iii) should be revised such that the 

first and third factors be combined and the words "the criteria 

in," as used in the second item be changed to "compliance with."
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ty to the Licensing Board. It was agreed that the 

vise this language to indicate that the decision of 

uld be considered by the Licensing Board when it 

tition for leave to intervene that is submitted by an 

had previously been granted access to the LSS as a 

)arty" by the PALB. EEl's representative stated that 

;hhold judgment until he had a chance to review the 

:ussing paragraph (e), it was clarified that the 

t NRC was trying to address in providing for the 

of consolidation of potential parties during the 

application phase had more to do with limitations 

exist with respect to the number of people who could 

ve access to the LSS. Since this was mainly 

to be a technical systems design or redesign issue, 

.ee agreed to strike this paragraph. They believed 

)roblem should be addressed in other sections of the 

. some time in the future through the mechanisms 

i by this rule.  

1009 Procedures 
s agreed that the words "a LSS" as used in paragraph 

changed to "the submitter's unique." It was also 

t a sentence be added to paragraph (b) which would read 

": "The certification will occur at six month intervals 

iblished by the LSS Administrator." 

1010 - Pre-License Application Licensing Board 

iors note: As part of its discussions regarding section 

Access -- the committee had agreed to add to the list 

found in paragraph (a)(1), of issues and categories of 

which can be handled by the Pre-license Application 

Board (PALB), disputes over access to the LSS, as 

shed from petitions for access to the LSS.) 

.esentatives from the State of Nevada asked how disputes 

.em design which occur before the formation of the PALB 

iddressed. They wondered if there was a role that the 

)f this committee and their technical representatives 

iy during the interim period between now and the 

i of the PALB.  
representatives noted that the conceptual design for the 

ill be completed sometime within the next two weeks and
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that they will be distributing copies of the report which 
outlines this conceptual design to all committee members anJ 
their technical representatives. They also noted that tV= 
cost/benefit study that they are preparing will be completed in 
July and, if the committee is still in operation at that time, 
committee members and/or their technical representatives will 
have an opportunity to review both studies to ensure that they 
meet the requirements of the LSS rule.  

It was suggested that the rule require the NRC??? to 
establish the PALB directly following the publication of a final 
rule. The NRC spokesperson stated that, due to resource 
constraints, the agency could not agree to activate the PALB any 
sooner than two years prior to the submission of the license 
application. Several committee members suggested that the PALB 
should be established and ready to deal with petitions for access 
to the LSS either in advance of, or as soon as the LSS was up and 
running.  

Based on this discussion, it was'agreed that paragraph 
(a)(2) would be revised as follows: "The Pre-license Application 
Licensing Board shall be designated six months prior to the date 
upon which the LSS is likely to become operational." 

The spokesperson for the environmental coalition suggested 
that the committee agree to establish a separate body to advise 
DOE on system design issues from now until the formation of the 
PALB. One possibility that was discussed was for the DOE to 
establish a separate advisory committee under the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act (FACA) with the same membership as the 
NRC's present LSS Advisory Committee (i.e., this committee).  

Another approach that was suggested was for this committee 
to formally establish a subcommittee which would be composed of 
the technical representatives of each member of the committee.  
The NRC spokesperson stated that although the agency intended to 
propose and finalize the LSS rule by the end of this calendar 
year, the charter for this committee allows for its continued 
existence until August 1989. This proposed subcommittee, unlike 
the technical work group that is presently operating and 
providing advice to the committee as a whole, would be subject to 
the open meeting requirements of FACA. However, it was suggested 
that if such a subcommittee were to be established that it not be 
granted the same authority that this committee has been granted, 
nor be subject to this committee's protocols concerning consensus 
decision making. In other words, its role would be limited to 
providing advice to DOE and NRC concerning design of the LSS. It 
was agreed that this issue would be taken up again at the June 
meeting, after committee members have had an opportunity to 
review DOE's conceptual design report.  

Section 2.1011 - LSS Administrator 
(Author's note: The committee discussed this section of the 

draft rule at the end of the day on May 18, the first day of the 
meeting. Based on the extensive changes that the committee 
contemplated making to this section, the committee requested that 
NRC staff redraft this section entirely and distribute copies of 
the redrafted section the next morning. Upon reviewing the 
revisions made by the NRC staff, the committee agreed to make
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additional changes. Because there were many iterations and 
changes made to this section during the course of the committee's 
discussion, and because these changes will ultimately be 
reflected in the next version of the draft rule, these minutes 
attempt to capture only the conceptual nature of those changes 
rather than the precise language that was tentatively agreed upon 
at this meeting.  

Also, as part of its discussion of the definitions section, 
the committee had agreed to include a definition of "LSS 
Administrator." This definition states that the LSS 
Administrator shall be the person or entity in the NRC that will 
be responsible for administration, management, and operation of 
the LSS, and specifies that this person or entity shall not 
represent the NRC as a party to the licensing proceeding or be 
part of the management chain which reports to the Director of the 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.) 

The committee agreed that the LSS Administrator should be 
designated 60 days after the effective date of the rule and that 
the U.S. Department of Energy, in consultation with the LSS 
Administrator, will be responsible for the design, development, 
testing and procurement of the LSS including hardware, 
application software, documentation of the procedures for 
maintenance of the LSS, and all follow-on redesign and 
procurement of the equipment and software necessary to maintain 
the LSS.  

Consistent with agreements reached by the committee at prior 
meetings, it was agreed that the LSS would not be part of any 
computer system that is controlled by an party or potential party 
to the licensing proceeding, including DOE and its contractors.  
Nor shall the LSS be physically located on the premises of any 
party or potential party, including DOE and its contractors.  
However, there should be nothing in the rule language to preclude 
DOE or any other potential party or party from using the LSS 
computer facility for a records management system independent of 
the LSS.  

The committee agreed that an LSS Advisory Review Board (ARB) 
should be established by the LSS Administrator within 60 days of 
his or her designation. The ARB would consist of representatives 
designated by the parties and potential parties to the 
proceeding. Several committee members pointed out that there was 
a problem in the timing of establishing the ARB in that the PALB 
will not be in place to make determination on petitions for 
potential party status for some time after the date upon which 
the ARB is scheduled to be be established under this language.  
It was agreed that the rule should make reference to the 
technical subcommittee which was discussed earlier and that this 
subcommittee should serve the function of the ARB until such time 
as the PALB has been established and ruled on petitions for 
potential party status.  

It was also agreed that the DOE and the LSS Administrator 
would implement the "consensus advice" of the LSS Advisory Review 
Board. Finally, the committee agreed to a number of specific 
functions for the LSS Administrator, the DOE, and the ARB which 
will be reflected in the next version of the draft rule.
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Section 2.1012 - Compliance 
The committee agreed to revise the language of paragraph (a) 

to read as follows: "... (the Director of the NMSS) may 
determine that the tendered application is not acceptable for 

docketing under this subpart if the LSS Administrator has not 
certified that the license applicant is in substantial and timely 

compliance with section 2.1003 of this subpart." 
Secondly, the committee agreed to revise the language of 

paragraph (b) such that a person, including potential parties, 
would not be granted party status until they can demonstrate 
substantial and timely compliance with section 2.1003. It was 

also agreed to add a sentence to the end of this paragraph which 
would allow a person or entity to petition for party status even 
if they had been previously rejected once they can demonstrate 
compliance with the LSS rule, however, such a person or entity 
would have to join the proceeding as they find it.  

Thirdly, it was agreed that paragraph (d) would be revised 

to read as follows: "The (PALB) or the Hearing Licensing Board 
may suspend or terminate access to the LSS for any potential 
party or party who is in noncompliance with any applicable order 
of (these boards)." 

EEI's representative asked what would happen if a necessary 
party, such as the State of Nevada, was not in compliance with 
the LSS rule. It was agreed that the sanction specified in 
paragraph (b), ineligibility for party status, was not applicable 
to entities such as the State of Nevada which are necessary 
parties to the proceeding. However, the sanction specified in 
paragraph (d), loss of access to the LSS, would apply to such 
parties.  

Discussion of the Use of the Words "A License to Receive and 
Possess" Versus "Construction Authorization" 

Representatives of the State of Nevada questioned the 
meaning of the use of the term "an application for a license to 
receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repository operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter" 
throughout the draft rule. They noted that the NWPA calls for 
the issuance of a "construction authorization" within three 
years, rather than a "license to receive and possess." They 
asked NRC whether it was their intent to issue a license within 
three years. NRC representatives responded that it was their 
intent to issue a construction authorization within three years.  

They explained that the application is for a "license to receive 

and possess," but the first step in the approval of the license 

is the "construction authorization." They noted that this issue 

had been fully addressed and clarified in Part 60. When asked 

how long it would take to issue the license, they responded that 

it would depend on how long it would take for DOE to build the 

facility, assuming they had received a construction 
authorization. They explained that the actual license to receive 

and possess would not be issued until such time as DOE could show 

that they had built the facility in the manner specified in the 

construction authorization and that no new issues had arisen that 

would warrant reconsideration.  
Nevada representatives stated that they were concerned that 

the proceeding that would occur up until the issuance of the
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construction authorization, that is the proceedihg that has been 
the focus of this negotiated rulemaking, would not address waste 
isolation issues. They asked the NRC whether DOE would have to 
address these and all other Part 60 requirements in order to be 
issued a construction authorization. NRC responded that DOE 
would have to address all Part 60 requirements and offered to put 
language into the preamble of this rule that would be consistent 
with the language used in the preamble to Part 60 which clarified 
that the construction authorization is part of and the first step 
in the licensing proceeding and that all Part 60 requirements had 
to be fulfilled before the issuance of such an authorization.  

NRC was asked whether the remaining stages in the licensing 
proceeding following the issuance of the construction 
authorization will rely on the use of the LSS. They responded 
that there was no legal requirement to do so, but it was likely 
that the LSS would be made use of during these final stages of 
the licensing process.  

Section 2.1013 - Use of the LSS During the Adjudicatory Hearing 
EEl's representative asked how filings or parts of findings 

that could not be entered into the LSS in searchable full text 
(i.e., ASCII format) would be handled under paragraph (c)(1).  
NRC representatives responded that an image would be submitted to 
the LSS Administrator who would be responsible for getting it to 
the other parties. To the extent that there is a timing problem, 
they explained that it is only likely to occur if the image is 
not already part of the LSS. EEl's representative commented that 
it was his understanding that it was not yet determined whether 
electronic images will be part of the LSS.  

Section 2.1014 - Intervention 
The spokesperson for the environmental coalition explained 

that, from their perspective, there were three major differences 
between the language proposed for this section and the existing 
rules of practice specified in Section 2.714. These include: 

1) Under 2.714(b) contentions must be filed no later than 
the first Pre-hearing Conference, whereas under 
2.1014(a)(2) contentions must be filed along with the 
petition to intervene which is much earlier in the 
process.  

2) Under 2.714(a)(3) amendments to the contentions 
specified in a petition for leave to intervene may be 
approved at any time by the presiding officer, whereas 
under 2.1014(a)(4) petitions to amend contentions may 
be made no later than 30 days after the issuance of the 
Safety Evaluation Report (SER).  

3) Under 2.714(b) the bases for each contention must be 
set forth with "reasonable specificity," whereas 
section 2.1014(a)(2)(iii) and (iv) requires that 
reference be made to the specific documents in the LSS 
that provide the bases for each contention and to the 
specific regulatory or statutory requirement that needs 
to be satisfied.
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The environmental spokesperson explained that they viewed 

each of these changes as a substantial loss in their intervention 

rights and that the gains that are proposed to offset these 

losses (i.e., early and enhanced access to documents through the 

LSS) were not sufficient. She proposed striking section 2.1014 

entirely and referencing section 2.714, but stated that the 

coalition was willing to consider changes to section 2.1014 that 

addressed their concerns.  
EEl's representative stated that it did not make sense to 

compare the NRC's reactor licensing process to the repository 

licensing process. The former is undertaken by private entities, 

whereas the latter has been, and will continue to be, a massive 

and prolonged public effort. DOE representatives stated that by 

the time the application is filed there will have been years of 

studies and analyses. They commented that, on the basis of these 

extensive studies combined with the use of the LSS, there surely 

must be some economies that are possible in terms of these 

issues.  
A representative of the environmental coalition stated that 

it was not possible to predict what will happen with this 

program, the Nevada site may not be the ultimate site, and the 

ultimate site may not have ten years worth of study or the 

benefit of prolonged access to the LSS. He stated that the price 

for the benefits of the LSS should not require them to forego 

existing intervention rights. He noted that the environmental 

community had been engaged in a prolonged battle over changes to 

the NRC licensing process and that they were not about to simply 

give up on their hard fought positions at this time.  

The spokesperson for the NRC explained that this rulemaking 

is, in part, an attempt to correct difficiencies with certain 

elements of the NRC's existing licensing process, namely the 

filing and amending of contentions. He explained that the major 

difference between the proposed rule and existing practice is 

that the initial phases of document discovery (i.e., everything 

short of depositions and interrogatories) will take place with 

the benefit of the LSS before contentions must be filed. Under 

the existing rule all phases of discovery occur after contentions 

have been filed. Thus, there is significantly more time allowed 

for the formulation of contentions under the proposed rule than 

under the existing rule which only allows 60 days for the 

formulation of contentions. He stated that he would be willing 

to consider changes to 2.1014 that would be consistent with this 

aspect of the existing rule.  
With respect to the second point raised by the environmental 

coalition, NRC representatives explained that the SER will be 

issued after the first pre-hearing conference and that the 

proposed rule allows for amendments to contentions to be based on 

issues raised in the SER, whereas the existing rule does not.  

Finally, with respect to the third point raised by the 

environmental coalition, NRC representatives explained that the 

proposed language is consistent with the existing rule and NRC 

case law. In other words, they explained, the way in which 
"1reasonable specificity" has been interpreted through NRC case 

law is consistent with the requirement that parties reference the 

specific portion of documents in the LSS that provide the bases

I J
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for contentions and the specific regulatory or statutory 
requirements that must be fulfilled. Vague contentions have 
consistently been disallowed and all this o rule does is 
to make it clea1 to everyone at tn-e o e-tprec-c in how the 
requirement of "reasonable speci ici as- een an wi e 

interprted. -% .........  

"VAUthor's note: The committee proceeded to discuss a number 
of options for dealing with the issues raised by the 
environmental coalition. These options centered around the 
timing for filing and amending contentions and the need to 
establish a "higher threshold" for amending contentions after an 
agreed upon cutoff time for amending contentions under the 
existing "lower threshold." Rather than detailing the precise 
nature of the options considered and the iterations thereof, the 
following paragraphs in these minutes simply capture the language 
changes that were ultimately agreed upon by the committee, albeit 
on a tentative basis.) 

The committee agreed to revise the language of paragraph 
(a)(1) such that the third sentence of this paragraph would read 
as follows: 

"The petition and/or request and any requests to participate 
under Section 2.175(c) of this part shall be filed within 
thirty days after the publication of the notice of hearing." 

The committee also agreed to revise paragraph (a)(2)(iii) to 
read as follows: 

"reference to specific documentary materials that provide a 
basis for the contention." 

And finally, the committee considered revising the language 
for paragraph (a)(4) to read as follows: 

"Any party may amend its contentions specified in paragraph 
(a)(2)(ii) of this section. The presiding officer shall 
rule on any petition to amend such contentions based on a 
balancing of the factors specified in paragraph (a)(1) of 
this section. Petitions to amend that are based on 
information or issues raised in the Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER) issued by the NRC staff may be made no later than 40 
days after the issuance of the SER. Any petition to amend 
contentions that is filed after that time will, in addition 
to the factors specified in paragraph (a)(1) of this 
section, include a showing that a significant safety or 
environmental issue is involved or that the amended 
contentions raise material issues relating to the 
performance evaluation anticipated by 10 CFR 60.112 and 
60. 113.1" 

In discussing the difference between "significant safety and 
environmental issues" and "material issues," it was clarified by 
several members of the committee that "material issues" are of a
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higher standard or threshold than "significant safety and 
environmental issues" in that they must not only be 
"significant," they must also be "relevant" and of "practical 

consequence" to the final decision. EEI's representative stated 

that he did not see how the inclusion of the clause regarding 
material issues differed from the clause regarding significant 

safety or environmental issues. Nevada's representatives 
explained that they wished to include the latter clause in order 

to address the possibility that there might be issues of 
materiality that were not, technically speaking, safety or 
environmental issues. EEI's representative stated that he might 

be willing to tentatively commit to including the final clause if 

orders granting or denying petitions to add or amend contentions 

could be immediately appealed (see next section). The committee 

decided to include the language specified above in the next 

version of the draft rule and to reconsider this issue at its 

next meeting.  

Section 2.1015 - Appeals 
A representative of the environmental coalition asked 

whether 10 days for filing supporting briefs for appeals 
specified in paragraph (b) would be sufficient. NRC 
representatives responded that the types of issues raised in 

these interlocutory appeals are not very complex and are likely 

to be pretty much the same as in other proceedings. Therefore, 
they believed 10 days was sufficient. They also noted that there 

is a catchall provision for requesting an extension.  
The committee agreed to add a subsection to paragraph (b) to 

be numbered (iv) which would read as follows: 

"a Licensing Board order to add or amend one or more 
contentions pursuant to Section 2.1014(a)(4) of this 
subpart." 

The committee also agreed to revise the language used in the 

second sentence of paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

"The parties or potential parties may request the Board to 
certify, pursuant to section 2.718(i) of subpart G, rulings 

not immediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this 
section." 

Section 2.1016 - Motions 
EEI's representative suggested and the committee agreed to 

strike the words "during a hearing" from paragraph (a).  
Nevada's representatives suggested removing paragraph (d) 

entirely or making changes that would make it clear that oral 

arguments on motions would be possible. NRC and the committee 

agreed to remove this paragraph and, by doing so, they agreed it 

would leave it to the discretion of the Licensing Board as per 

standard practice in section 2.755. It was noted that this 

section had already been referenced in section 2.1001.
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Section 2.1017 - Computation of Time 
Nevada's representatives asked how the computation of time 

would be handled if the system crashed (i.e. was not 
unoperational) for a significant period of time. NRC and the 
committee agreed to add a clause into this section of the rule 
which would address such a contingency by suspending the 
computation of time for whatever period the LSS was not 
operational.  

Section 2.1018 - Discovery 
The spokesperson for the environmental coalition suggested 

adding written interrogatories to the list of discovery methods 
in paragraph (a). NRC's spokesperson stated that he was not 
willing to permit endless rounds of interrogatories. The 
environmental representatives stated that they would be willing 
to agree to some sort of cutoff, either in terms of the timing of 
interrogatories or the number of permissible rounds of 
interrogatories. The committee discussed the possibility of 
placing a limit of the number of rounds and the number of 
requests per round, as well as the possibility of placing 
substantive limits on what interrogatories could be used for.  
NCAI's representative suggested that the committee attempt to 
define categories of abusive interrogatories rather than vice 
versa. Representatives of DOE and EEI agreed to propose language 
to accomplish this.  

Nevada representatives proposed and the committee agreed to 
add language to paragraph (a) which list the permissible methods 
of discovery that would read as follows: "access to or the 
production of copies of documentary material for which only 
bibliographic headers have been submitted pursuant to section 
2.1003(e)(1)." 

(Author's note: The committee did not conclude its 
discussion of this section before running out of time and it 
decided to pick up the discussion of the draft rule at the next 
meeting beginning with this section.) 

NEXT STEPS 
The committee agreed that it would tentatively schedule an 

additional meeting beyond the next meeting, which is scheduled to 
take place on June 29-30 in Reno, Nevada. This additional 
meeting was tentatively scheduled to take place on July 20-21, 
pending approval by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and 
progress made at the June meeting. In discussing the location 
for the tentatively scheduled July meeting, the committee agreed 
that it should be held in Reno, Nevada.  

PUBLIC COMMENT 
The facilitator asked if there were any members of the 

public who wished to comment on the committee's deliberations.  
With no member of the public indicating their desire to do so, 
the meeting was adjourned.
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STATE OF COLOKADO 
EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS 
136 State Capitol 

Denver, Colorado 60203-1792 
Phone (303) 866-2471 

Roy Romer 
Governor 

January 21, 1988 

Mr. Samuel Chilk 
Secretary 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
1717 H Street, N.W., l1th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Chilk: 

A coalition of state and local governments has recently formed the 

Corridor Government Planning Group to assess and address issues 

surrounding the transportation of high-level waste to the repository 

mandated by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and its recent amendments.  

The group currently is comprised of representatives from the states 

of Colorado, Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming, and a representative 

from Denver. With the recent NWPA amendments, membership is 

expected to increase dramatically.  

I request participation by the group in the commission's High-Level 

Waste Licensing Support System Advisory Committee. I understand New 

Mexico Governor Garrey Curruthers has sent you a similar request.  

As noted by the commission in its notice of intent to form an 

advisory committee, governments potentially affected by the 

transportation of high-level waste have an interest in the 

rule-making. Participation by this group in the advisory committee 

will aid the commission in its ultimate goal: adoption of a rule 

that will not be challenged. If the corridor group is permitted to 

participate, it will appoint a spokesperson with sufficient 

authority to represent the views of its members.  

Additionally, we request that the commission's negotiator arrange 

for travel for the group's spokesperson as has been done for other 

parties. At a time when many state and local governments are faced 

with deficits and budget cuts, governments are unable to incur 

additional costs for a national program.  

1/25..To EDO to Prepare Response for Signature of Chairman..GPA/SLITP to Ack 

Date due: Feb 8...Cpys to: RF, EDO..88-0043



Mr. Samuel Chilk 
January 21, 1988 
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The group views its participation in the advisory committee as 

essential to protect member interests and essential to the 

commlission's ultimate goal.  

I look forward to an early, positive response.  

Sincerely, 

Roy Ron 

RR:tjh 
cc: Professor Howard S. Bellman 

Mr. Tim Mealey, Conservation Foundation 

Francis X. Cameron, Esq., Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

William Olmstead, Esq., Nuclear Regulatory Commission



GARRIY CARRUTHERS OFFICE of the GOVERNOR 
Governor State of New Mexico 

Santa Fe 87503 

January 21, 1988 

Mr. Samuel Chilk 
Secretary 
United States Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

RE: HLW Licensing Support 

System Advisory Committee 

Dear Mr. Chilk: 

A coalition of state and local governments have recently 

formed the Corridor Government Planning Group (the "Corridor 

Group") to assess and address the issues surroundin.g the 

transportation of high-level waste ("HLW") to the repository 

mandated by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and its recent 

amendments ("NWPA"). The Corridor Group is currently 

comprised of representatives from the states of New Mexico, 

Colorado, Nebraska and Wyoming, and a representative from the 

city of Denver. With the recent NWPA amendments, the 

Corridor Group expects its membership to increase 

dramatically.  

On behalf of the Corridor Group, I write to request 

participation by the Corridor Group in the Commission's HLW 

Licensing Support System Advisory Committee. As noted by the 

Commission in its Notice of Intent for Form an Advisory 

Committee, governments potentially affected by the 

transportation of high-level waste have an interest in the 

rulemaking. Participation by the Corridor Group in the 

Advisory Committee will aid the Commission in its ultimate 
goal: adoption of a rule that will not be challenged. If 

the Corridor Group is permitted to participate, it will 

appoint a spokesperson with sufficient authority to represent 

the views of the Corridor Group's members.  

Additionally, we request that the Commission's negotiator 
arrange for travel funding for the Corridor Group's 

spokesperson, as he has for other parties. The Commission, 

in its Notice of Intent, erroneously assumed that parties 

1/25..To EDO to Prepare Response for Signature of Chairman 
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Mr. Samuel Chilk 
January 21, 1988 
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would be able either to pay expenses through funds provided 

by the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") under NWPA or to pay 

their own expenses. At a time when many state and local 

governments are faced with deficits, budget cuts and the 

retrenchment of employees, these governments are simply 

unable to incur additional costs for a national program.  

Without travel funding, it is unlikely that the Corridor 

Group's spokesperson would be able to participate in the 

Advisory Committee's meetings.  

The Corridor Group views its participation in the Advisory 

Committee as essential to protect its members' interests and 

essential to the Commission's ultimate goal. I look forward 

to an early, positive response.  

GG/RR/mav 

cc: Professor Howard S. Bellman 

Mr. Tim Mealey 
Conservation Foundation 

William Olmstead, Esq.  

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Francis 1. Cameron, Esq.  

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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2.1010 Procedures.  
2.1011 Pre-license Application Licensing Board.  
2.1012 LSS Administration.  
2.1013 Ccmpliance.  
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2.1017 Motions 
2.1018 Ccuputation of time.  
2.1019 Discovery.  
2.1020 Depositions.  
2.1021 First prehearing conference.  
2.1022 Second prehearing conference.  
2.1023 Immediate effectiveness.

2.1000 Scoe of Subpart.

The rules in this subpart govern the procedure for applications for a license 
to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository 
operations area noticed pursuant to section 2.101(f) (8) or section 
2.105(a) (5) of this part. The procedures in this subpart take precedence over 
the 10 CFR Subpart G, rules of general applicability, except for the 
following provisions: 2.702, 2.703, 2.704, 2.707, 2.711, 2.713, 2.715, 2.717, 
2.718, /717 2.720, 2.721, 2.722, 2.732, 2.733, 2.734, 2.742, 2.743, 2.749, 
2.750, 2.751, 2.753, 2.754, 2.755, 2.756, 2.757, 2.758, 2.759, 2.760, 2.761, 
2.762, 2.763, 2.770, 2.771, 2.772, 2.780, 2.781, 2.785, 2.786, 2.787, 2.788, 
and 2.790.  

2.1001 Definitions.  

"ASCII File" means a text file stored on magnetic medium containing the 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange which represent characters 
and symbols.
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"bibliographiC header" means the minimum series of descriptive terms defined 

S theL__ = that A pote or r must riveg )t to a 

document or X0 other material / 

"document" means any written, printed, recorded, magnetic, graphic matter, 

or other domentaxy material, regardless of form or characteristic 

"circulated draft" means a rngfinal document circulated for A$YiM0 

concurrence or si which did ot become a f document due to 

revisions t _ -oter than the original author and in whidh the original 
author nonl-concurred.  

",,D_--•ntax material" means any material or other information that is 

relevant to, or likely to lead to the digscovery of information that is 

relevant to, the licensinM of the likely candidate site for a geologic 
repository. The s of documentav material shall be =uided by the topical 
guidelines in Regulatory Guide 

",Full header" means the series of descriptive terms and subject tenrs Qciven 

to a dooeynt or other material as defined by the LSS Administrator.  

"image" means a visual likeness of a document, presented on a paper copy, 
# o microform, or a bit-map on optical or ranetic disk.  

"iSS Administrator" = mans the Merson or orgM izational unit within the U.S.  

Nuclear Rulato!V Co ision -responsible for administration, management, ard 

operation of the iAcensing Support System. The LSS Administrator shall not 

be in any orgazizational unit that either r=presents the U.S. Nuclear 
Repulatory Cmtissimn staff as a =7ty to the hich-level waste licensing 

proceed-Ir or is Pt of the same manaMMnt chain reporting to the Director 

of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safecal.  

"nmarginlia" means barKwritten, printed, or other types of notations added 

to a document eCluding underlinin and highlighting.  

"partym for pnrpces of this subpart means the license applicant, the NRC 
staff, and a person #Xt/I' admitted, under section Z/OZjg 2.1015 of this 
subpart, or a unit of government admitted under section 2.715(c) of this 
part, to the proceeding on an application for a license to receive and 
possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area 
pursuant to PErt 60 of this ch~apter.  

"potential party" means any person OX/WyW who, during the period before 
the application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive 
waste at a gelogi repository operations area is submitted, is granted 

access to the licesing Support System and who consents to comply with the 
regulations set forth in Subpart J of this part, including the authority of
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the Pre-License Application Licensing Board established pvrsuant to Section 
2.10011 of this subpart.  

"pre-license application phase" means the time period before the license 
application to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repcsitory operations area is docketed under section 2.101(f) (3) of this 
part.  

"pvreliminary draft" means any nonfinal document that is not a circulated 
draft.  

"Personal record" means a doocment in the possession of individual personnel 
of a party or potential party that was not required to be created or retained 
by the party or potential party, and can be retained or discarded at the 
author's sole discretion, or documents of a personal nature that are not 
associated with any business of the party or potential party.  

"searchable full text" means the electronic indexed entry of a document in 
ASCII into the Licensing Support System that allows the identification of 
specific words or groups of words within a text file.  

2.1002 High-level Waste Licensing Support System.  

The Licensing Support System is an electronic information management system 
containing the l -• l$ , l/J /•$,$ /X•Z,# /. d 
material on the issuance of a license for a geologic repository for the 
disposal of high-level radioactive waste pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter.  
The Licensing Support System contains the / 
0/ doontar material of the license applicant and its contractors, 
and the d material of all other parties and potential parties to 
the high-level radioactive waste licensing proceeding, and their contractors.  
Accss to the Licensing Support Systm by the parties and potential parties 
to the high-level radioactive waste licensing proceeding provides the 
document discovery in the proceeding. The Licensing Support System provides 
for the electronic transmission of filings by the parties during the 
high-level waste proceeding, and orders and decisions of the Comission and 
cummission adjudicatory boards related to the proceeding.  

2.1003 Scoe of the Licensing Support System.  

a_ The Licensing Support System shall include all documentary material 
related to the licensing of the likely candidate site for a geologic 
repository pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter, not privileged under section 
2. 1007 of this PAOA*V^Y 1,~XAX~ /*$ /*Vr /~YIOWU 136t /M1g 

(b) The articipation of the State of Nevada in the LioensinM Surport System 
durin, the ire-license application phase shall not have any affect on the
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State's exercise of it's disa=-rvval rights under Section 115 of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act. as arerded, 41 U.S.C. 10135.  

(c) This subart shall not affect any '_end ent right of a potential party 

or M=ty to reeive documerlts.  

2.1004 Submission of material to the LSS.  

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b),Z0YYI*#/X' -Il, and ItL of this section, each 
potential party or party, with the exception of the license ap1picant, shall 

submit to the LSS Administrator an ASCII file, an image, and a bibliorapic 
heae-

(1) for all dooxmntary material, including circulated drafts relatin, 

to a final decision but excluding preliminary drafts / 
7 ,• 04/•r/s//s// / generated by, or at the direction 
of, Wt a potential party or party after the date on which such potential 

party or party is given aces to the Licensing Suport System pursuant to 

section 7/I@fl 2.1009 of this subpart.  

(2) for all documentary material including circulated drafts relating to 

a final decision but excluding preliminary drafts, (/fX /A/% t 
/ generated by, or at the direction 

of, a potential party or party before the date on which such potential party 
or party was given access to the Licensing Support System pursuant to section 

7/X• 2.1009 of this subpart, and for which ASCII files are in the 
possession of such potential party or party.  

(b) subject to the exclusions in section 2.1006 of this subpart, each 
potential party or party, with the exception of the license l , shall 
submit to the ISS Administrator an image, and a bibliographic header for all 

OW1~?dcm~tr material 
that is within the topical guidelines I •4•/• • •I•in Reau,str Guide _ .  

(c) Subject to .Roamrrhs (e) and (f) of this section, the license aglicant 
shall submit to the LSS Administrator an ASCII file, an image, and a 

bibliograpic hea-der for all-- doumentary material. inclgiiz circulated 
drafts relating to a final decision but exclxighM preliminary drafts,.  
generated by, or at the direction of the license applicant that is within the 
tcpical midelines in Rnulatory Guide _. , 

(d) Potential parties, parties, and their contractors, nust retain all 
!, -,nts on draft documents circulated for cnonirrence within their 
oixcanization.  

&y JIell each potential party or party shall submit a bibliographic 
header for all Ai XZS/Xj6 I 4W d material that is not 
suitable for entry into the Liacensing Support System in searchable full text.  
Such material includes raw data, capiter runs, capiter programs and codes, 
field notes, core samples, raps, photographs, Y/g///f/d /6
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•.# #.i~l• ;•tli llz~•¢ • • ,an fo~r travel 
the Nlear Waste F establ'section 302 of Nuclear 

Waste Policy Act. 42 U.s.c. 1022 

(2) aiiat or otnial rnartv shall t Bn bibli~r l hede 

that identifies v for all travel if ied in c 1 of 

(3) In addition to the bibliographic headers for the material specified 

in (c) (1) ofE ths sect i, an image shall Z be submitted for 

maps, #lotrjrati, and other graphic material.  

AV fj~ each potential party or party shall submit a bibliographic header 

for each document

(1) for which a claim of privilege is asserted; 

(2) which constitutes confidential financial or ariercial information; 

(3) which constitutes safeguards information under section 73.21 of this 

Chapter.  

LXy I1( in addition to the su):znissiofl of doomnents under paragraph (a) of 

this section, potential piarties or parties may request that another 

potential party's or party's do-.ments be entere into the Licensir Support 

system in searchable full text if they or the other potential party or party 

intend to rely on such documents during the licensing proceedi-g.  

.fy (h) Submission of ASCII files, images, and bibliograpic headers shall be 

in accordance with criteria established by the LSS Administrator.  

my ji) Basic licensing documents generated by the U.S. Departnent of Energy, 

such as the site Characterization Plan, the Envirclmntal Inpact Statement, 

and the licerse application, or by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission, 

such as the Site Characterization Analysis, and the Safety Evaluation Report, 

shall be skmitted to the lS Acininistrator by the respective agency whidi 

generated the doument.  

......' _ ,c ,,,tn o te rication for a lic-ns t receivear_ _oss 

hi l-Iej radioactive waste at a "lic : ito tir area shall 

not be "ted under sJ of this unless the Director of the 

office of Nuclear Material Safet ad Saf Ard has rtified at least six 

vths in 
Ication. that the 

l~icens Atlicaflt has sbtantially 1arvied with the Proisions of ti 

sec~tion.  

(2) (i The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 

Safdshall evaluate the extent of the license ar¶plicant's Yli 

with the " ions of this section at six month intervals • • six

I t
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montths after the desiqnation of the Pre-licrnse Application Licensino Board 
urder section 2.1011 of this subpart.  

fii) The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safecpards shall pre~are a written report of his or her evaluation of license 

M3licant cocyiance -under paragapar (j) Wj of this section. 91he reotshall 

include r me-,-dations to the license applicant on the actions necessary to 

adcieve sub_1stantial) OZT3li8I) Tur nt to lararaFr (nh ) (1) of this section.  

(iii) otential M-rties may skinit cgpt on the report e 

ORMAnt to varaarah (1 f)2) (ii) to the Director of the Office of Nuclear 

Mgaterial scafetyt ard LSaf.rds 

(3) In the event that the Director of the Office of Nuclear Material 
Safety and Safeuards does not rtify substantial cM<pliance under r 

(1) (1) of this section, the application for a license to r-ieeve and posss 
hich-level radioactive waste at a Meologic repository gerations area shall 

be mitted under subpart G of this part.  

2.1005 Andents and additions.  

(a) Within five days after a document is entered into the Licensing Support 
system by the LSs Administrator, the submitter shall verify that the document 
has been enterse correctly, and shall notify the USS Administrator of any 

errors in entry.  

(b) After the time period specified for verification in paragrap (a) of 

this section has expired, A4Z I4•II• a sumitter who desires 

to amend an alleged incorrect document, shall

_l submit the corrected version to the LSS Administrator for 
entry as a separate document; and 

(2) submit a bibliographic header for the corrected version that identifies 
all revisions to the corrected version.  

(c) e Iss Administrator shall ensure that the biblioraphic header for the 

original document specifies that a corrected version is also in the Licensing 

Support System

(d) (1) /i i$Il I• I/I1 I$ ? s tter shall submit any revised 

pages of a doumnt in the Licensing Support Systen to the LSS Administrator 
for entry into the Licensing Support System as separate documents.  

(2) The Lss Administrator shall ensure that the bibliographic header 

for the original dooument specifies that revisions have been entered into the 

Licensing 94port Systýn 

(e) Any doaceunt that has been incorrectly excluded from the Licensing 
support Syste must be submitted to the LSS Administrator by the O g 

&YI/ / s# /itt&er resAponsible for the 
submission of the document within two days after its exclusion has been
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identified unless some other tine is approved by the Pre-License Application 
Licensing Board; provided, hwver, that the time for suhmittal under this 
p4OaagaMh will be stayed poedinM Pre-license Amlication Licensinq 
action on a motion to extend the time of submittal.  

2.1006 Dclus.  

The following material is excluded from entry into the Licensin SuAort 
System, either thm.x initial entr' pursuant to section 2.1004 of this 
M-&=t. or thr251h derivative discovery pursuant to section 2.1020(i) (1) of 
this 

(a) official notice materials; 
(b) reference books and text books; 
(c) material pertaining exclusively to administration, such as 

material related to hudqets, financial manaement, personnel, 
office space, or pr-oret, except for the sgoe of work on 
a procurement related to repository siting, construction, or 
operation. or the transportation of spent nuclear fuel or 
high-level waste; 

(d) press clipminos and press releases; 
(e) lunk rail: 
(f) reference cited in contractor reports that are oenerallx 

available thIgggh other means.  

;Z/,ZO, 2.1007 Privilege.  

(a) Subject to the requirevents in section 2.1004(d) of this subpart, the 
traditional dis=very privileges recognized in NRC adjudicatory proceedings 
pursuant to section 2.790 of this part, incluiing the protection of 
confidential financial and comiercial information, and safeguards 
information, will be available to potential parties and parties. g q 
jX6X In addition to Federal agencies, the deliberative pr privilece 
will also be available to State and local government entities, and Indian 
Tribes.  

(b) Any document for which a claim of privilege iL assert ha is not 
upheld by the Pre-license Application Licensing Board shall be submitted by 
the party or potential party that asserted the claim, to the ISS 
Administrator for entry into the Licensing Support System, either into an 
open accss file, or to a Licensing Board for • into W) a Protective 
Order file if a Licensing Board so directs under section 71/PAPAWAY 
2.10ll(b) (4) or section 2/;ZOZJ3Y 2.1019(f) of this subpart.  

(c) Notwithstanding the availability of the deliberative process privilege 
under section 2.790(a(5) of this part, circulated drafts relatirq to a final 
decision, 
not otherwise privileged, shall be sutnitted for entry into the Licensing 
Support System pusuant to section 2.1004 (a) and 2.1004 (c) of this subpart.

.2/r0,07 2-1W8 ?*5Zji% Acces.
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(a) (1) Terminals for access to 00i09490 = headers for all documents 
in the Licensing Support System during the pre-license application pase, and 

images of the hot-privileged documents of the U.S. -tzoent of Energy, 
shall be provided at the headquarters of the U.S. rtent of Energy, and 

at all U.S. Departneft of Energy Local Public Document Roams established in 

the vicinity of the likely candidate site for a geologic repository.  

(2) Terminals for acess to 0XAAi#*W full headers for all documents 
in the Licensing Support System during the pre-license application pase, 
and images of the non-privileged &=mwxnnts of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
camnissicn, shall be provided at the headquarters Public Document Room of the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory cmmiission, and at all U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
cnmmissicn Local Public Document Roans established in the vicinity of the 

likely candidate site for a geologic repository, and at the U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory COmmission Regional Offices, including the Uranium Recovery Field 
office in Denver, Colorado.  

(3) The access terminals specified in paragraphs (a) (1) and (a) (2) of 

this section shall include terminals at Las Vegas, Nevada; Reno, Nevada; and 

Carsonf City, Nevada, We o Nevada, and Lincoln ony, _Nevada.  

(4) Public access to the searchable full text and aof al the 

documents in the Licensing Support System, not privileced under section 

2.1007, shall be provided by the LSS Administrator after a notice of hearing 

has been issued pursuant to section 2.101(f) (8) or section 2.105(a) (5) on an 
application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste 

at a geologic repository operations area.  

(b) Paper copy availability of the records specified in paragraph (a) of this 
section, as well as duplication fees, and fee waiver for those records, will 

be governed by the Freedom of Information Act regulations of the respective 
agencies.  

(c) A ;s to the Licensino Support System for potential parties and parties 
will be provided in the followirmnnMer

(1) ful text search ca9bility thrixh dial-up access fram remote 

locmticrs at the potential party' s or party's expanse: 

(2) oe ss from r locations at the potential party's or 
rtI's gn ;e 

(3) the cap-&blity to electronically recuest a paper coy of a document 

at the time of seardc; 

(4)- eric fee waiver for the paper cy reauested under aq h 

(c) (3) of this sectio for potential parties or parties who meet the criteria 
in section 9.41 of this d&Oter.  

(d) Docments itted to the 1SS Administrator for entry into the 

Licensinm System shall not be considered as g•mgc records of the LSS 
.Administrator far m es of the Freedom of Informration Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C.
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552. and shall remain under the cuistody and ccntrol of the agency or 
organization that generated the documents and submitted them to the 
Admini•strator. Rpzmuets for access to those documents pursuant to FOIA shall 
be trar-nitted to the federal aaency that originated the document.  

ZAZf iJ&Q2 Potential patt4W .  

(a) A person 6t/AjW/ may petition the Pre-license Application Licensing 
Board established pursuant to section 2.1010 of this subpart for access to 
the Licensing Support System.  

(b) A petition ngut set forth with particularity the interest of the 
petitioner in gainirn acsces to the Licensinm Suaport System with particular 
reference to the following factors

(1) the factors set out in section 2.1015(c) of this subr; or 
(2) the criteria in section 2.715(c) of this part; or 
(3) the topical %uidelines in Regulatory Guide . .  

(c) (1) The Pre-License Application Licensing Board shall, in ruling 
on a petition for access, consider I 

(i) the factors set out in section 2.1015(c) of this subpart; 
(ii) the criteria in section 2.715(c) of this part: 
(iii) the topical guidelines in Regulatory Guide 

(2) To the extent that the Pre-license Aplication Licensinq 
Board's decision to -rant access to the Licensing %Mport System is based on 
varagrarh (c) (1) W of this- section, a decision to grant access under 

ara rarh- (c) (1) of this section sball constitute a presumptive determination 
that a person filinM a rettion for leave to intervene or request a hearing 
under section 2.1015 of this subart. has made the recuisite showinM of 
interest under section 2.1015(c).  

X] (d) Any person O/l wiose petition for acss is approved pursuant 
to paragraph (b) of this section shall cxmply with the regulations set forth 
in this subpart, including section 2.1004, and agree to ccuply with the 
orders of the Pre-License Application Licensing Board established pursuant to 
section 7 2.101 of this subpart.
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(e) The prid���qg officer may order any of the potentil parties lrantd 
accs under para_ h (c) of this section who have substantially the same 

in-terest as may be affected by the p _roceMiNU to consolidate for -rposes of 

using the Lic inc Support Syst-m.  

;ZIXPW 2.1010 Proceures.  

(a) Each potential party or party shall

(1) Designate an official who will be responsible for adinistration of 

its Licensing Support System responibilities; 
(2) Establish procures to inplem-nt the requiremnts in section 

2.1004 of this subpart; 
(3) Provide training to its staff on the procres for iplaemntation 

of Licensing Support System respcnsibilities; 
(4) Ensure that all documents carry a ISS identification number; 
(5) Cooperate with the advisory review process established by the LSS 

Administrator pursUant to section 10XQXXXY 2.1012(e) of this subpart.  

(b) The responsible official designated pursuant to paragraph (a) (1) of this 

section shall certify to the LSS Administrator that the procedures specified 

in paragraph (a) (2) of this section have been inplemented, and that to the 

best of his or her knowledge, all discoverable material has been identified 

and suWitted to the Licensing Support System.  

7/X 2.101 Pre-License Application Licensing Board.  

(a) L£) a Pre-License Application Licensing Board designated p • /•g% 
by the Comnission shall rule on all petitions for 

access to the Licensing Support System sutitted under section ;Z/,Zj0RX% 

2.1009 of this subpart, AW on all disputes over the entry of documents 

during the pre-license application hase, including disputes relating to 

relevance and privilege, and on all diasput relating to the desicm and 

development of the Licensingjc ~ort System by the U.S. Demartment of 

or the cperation of the Licensing Sumort System by the LSS Adninist-ator 
under section 2.1012 of this subpart, incltrigM dispuites relating to the 

imnle~mtation of the recatnendations of the LSS Advisory Review Board 
established u-der section 2.1012(d) of this 0.  

(2) Mve Pre-License Arlication LicensinM Board shall be designated by 

T insert date of six months after the effective date of the LSS rule ]Mi.  

(b) The Board shall rule on any claim of document withholding to determine

(1) whether the material is relevant under the topical guidelines in 
R••latorv Guide . ; 

01-21 mIwether the material is privileged or confidential commercial 

or financial information, or is safeguards information, under section 2.1007 
of this subpart;
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IZI Q31 if, privileged, whether it is an absolute or qualified 
privilege; 

Z,4) if qualified, whether the document should be disclosed because 
it is necessary to a proper decisicn in the proceeding.  

(4yIM whether the material should be disclosed under a protective 
order amtaining sudh protective terms and ionditicrs (including affidavits 
of ran-disclosure) as may be necessary and appropriate to limit the 
disclosure to potential participants, and parties in the proceeding, and to 
their qualified witnesses and counsel. Mien Safeguards Information 
protected frcn disclosure urder section 147 of the Atcmic Energy Act, as 
amended, is received and possessed by a potential party or party other than 
the cmxnission staff, it shall also be protected according to the 
reqirmexits of section 73.21 of this dhapter. Me presiding officer may 
also prescribe such additional procedures as will effectively safeguard and 
prevent disclosure of Safeguards Information to unauthorized persons with 
minimum impairment of the procedural rights which would be available if 
Safeguards Information were not involved. In addition to any other sanction 
that may be imposed by the presiding officer for violation of an order issued 
pursuant to this paragraph, violation of an order pertaining to the 
disclosure of Safeguards Information protected from disclosure under section 
147 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, may be subject to a civil penalty 
imposed pursuant to section 2.205 of this part. For the purpose of imposing 
the criminal penalties contained in section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act, as 

amended, any order issued pursuant to this paragraph with respect to 
Safeguards Information shall be deemed an order issued under section 161b of 
the Atomic Energy Act.  

(c) Upon a final determination that the material is not relevant, 
privileged, proprietary, or safeguards information, or is otherwise e 
from disclosure, the potential participant who asserted the claim of 
withholding mist submit the dooument to the LSS Administrator within 

two day for entry into the Licensing Support System.  

(d) The service of pleadings, orders, and decisions shall be made according 
to the procedures specified in section 2.1014(c) of this subpart.  

Z/7rZ 2.1012 o SS Administrator.  

x$7/ArrN/4gAWOM /AVY 1AX /YOX¶)~Z Y . 1* $YX&6 #/Yo AN /JxtjW/t5/Y, /M
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00YVst9n ax foralTrorrnS o wtr hrwr r otae nlxi 

(al Mg icerrlv locatl a Zthem vrnsbl of gaeyrarteby orDthentsAdiist rartorth 

(b Tildix he U.S. De~arbne-nt of Enegv isKgmilor the ein atd of its 
rent of thega=ss-e ggM- o5.rn teLcni
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(2) The acuter system nay be partitioned so that the U.S. Darbment of 
•erev may use it for its own records management system indeperrent of the 
Licnsim gum=o Sgstm.  

(d) The LS A-n-lnistnator is respcrgible for routine operation of the 
Liesing sMort vst. ircin-

(1) receivirn and enteriKM the documentary material specified in 
section 2.1004 of this subart into the Licensinq Support System in the 
@E•rg~riate ormat - searchable full text, bibliographic headers. and/or 
imam - and eliminating duglicates; 

(2) establishii back-m. muality. and availability of Licensinct 
'Suort Stem docmwits and images: 

(3) raintainirc security for the Licensina Support System data base, 
inclmdii assignim user password security codes; 

(4) distributing, 9peratinM, and maintaining aproriate software for 
the Lioensim Sumort System; 

(5) maintaining the thesaunrs and authority tables for the Licensi 
sumort system; 

(6) establishing and imlementinM a traininm procr=m for Licensin.  
surport System Rgtential users; 

(7) prViding surpport staff to assist users in searchinM the Licensin.  
support %im, 

(8) other duties as slecified in this subpart.  

(e) (1) The LSS Administrator shall establish an LSS Advisory Review Board 
comprised of reresentatives of each party or potential Marty to the HiW 
licensirM ponedixK.  

(2) The 1SS Advisory Review Board shall advise

(i) the U.S. - eartmt of ,Eag c, poliv considerations 
pRt-aIDIM to the desimn and develoment of the gM = system nggggsga to 
inpemenat the liwcsirm 99aoort System; 

(ii) the ISS Administrator cn the implementation of the Licensin, 
Sumort gyg=.  

(3) 'fhe L2 S Adninistrator, pursuant to section 2.2012(a) of this 
subpart, and the U.S. tgrgztTMnt of EnrM, pursuant to section 2.2012(b) of 
this surtout. as a@Mrcpriate, will implement advice fran the Review Board, 
includii

Mi} establishirM format standards for the submission of information to 
the Iaoem= Sumort System by the parties or potential parties, 
as ASCII files. biblioararmic headers, and imaces:-
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roe'UrSand saadsfor the electronic 

"aofifiliras . orders. ard decisions duri both the 

pre-"ce~e• la~ t 'and the h"ih-level waste licensing 

(iii) e hI"" access Ir s for raw data field note-s and other 

it~• coered by section 2.1004(e) of this submart; 

IFiv est-abl atears authorit tab Les. and 1 licatior 

elimination ctrs for the Lie-x S ; 

v1 other duties as speCified in this • 

;Z/.XP 2.1013 Ccmpliance.  

(a) 3 .n a"ition to the r irenents of section 2.101(f) of this part, the 

Director of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmnission's Office of Nuclear 

Materials Safety arid Safeguards may detennifle that the tendered applicationl 

is inccplete, and therefore not acceptable for docketing this u 

if the license app-ican.t M 1• VX/-,,,- is not in substantial and timely 

CTi&Kc with section 2.1004 of this part.  

(b) A person or group inc-luding potential parties granted access to the 

licensin Support System under section 2.1008 of this st-art, shall not be 

granted party status urder section 2.1014 of this part, or Status as an 

interestsi "-V--r-----ta participant under section 2.715(c) of this part, if 

they canot d.._strate substantial and m cupliance with the 

reguirefm-lts of section 2.1004 of this subpart at the time they request 

participation in the high-level waste licensing proceseing under either 

section 2.1014 or section 2.715(c) of this part.  

(c) Thel~ icensing Board established for the high-level waste licensing 

procee-•in hereinafte.. the "earing icensing Board, shall not make a 

finding of substantial and t• mpliance pursuant to paragrap. (b) of 

this subpart for anry person or growp who is no~t in cxmpliance with all 

a- --icable orders of the Pre-License Application Licensiig Board established 

pursuant to section 2.1010 of this su-art.  

Ld') e to the Licens" rt ma be terminated for 

ial Dror who is in n lian with any licable order of 
tjh pre-license lication Liens' Board or the Heari" Licensi Board.  

p/'zIz. a2.1014 ISS use during the adjudiicatory proceeding.  

(a) (1) pursuant to section 2.702, the Secetary will maintain the official 

docket of the -v.eedir, on the application for a license to receive and 

possess waste at a geologic repository operations area.  

(2) Owenowflg vith the docketing of the license application to receive 

and posess hig-1eel radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations 

area p rSW to Part 60 of this ch~apter, the LSS Administrator shall
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establish a file within the Licensing Support System to contain a duplicate 
of the official rerd materials of the high-level radioactive waste 
licensing proceeim in searachable full text, or for material that is not 
suitable for entry in searchable full text, by header or image, as 
apprcpriate.  

(b) Absent good cause, all exhibits tendered during the hearing must have 
been entered into the Licening Support Systý before ;/) ,Et/ 
the - of that porticer of the hearing in which the exhibit will be 
offered. The official record file in the Licensing Support System will 
cntain a list of all exhibits, shuwing where in the transcript each was 
marked for identification and where it was received into evidence or 
rejected. Transcripts will be entered into the Licesing Support Systen by 
the LSS Administrator on a daily basis in order to provide next-day 
availability at the hearing. -/1/%%./'% / /fi% 

(C) (1) All filings in the adjudicatory proceedirng on the license 
application to receive and posess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repository operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this dcapter, shall be 
transitte electronically by the submitter to the board(s), parties, the LSS 
Administrator, and the Secretary, according to format requirements 
established by the LSS Administrator. Parties will be required to use a 
password security code for the electronic transmission of these documents.  

(2) Any filing required to be served upon a party shall be served upon 
the party or its designated representative. When a party has appeared by 
attorney, service must be made upon the attorney of record.  

(3) Service upon a party is cxmplete when the sender receives 
electronic acknowle ent ("delivery receipt") that the electronic suhmission 
has been placed in the receiving party's electronic mailbox.  

(4) Proof of service, stating the nane and address of the person on 
whma served and the manner and date of service, shall be shown for each 
document filed, by

(i) electronic acknowledgment ("delivery receipt") ; or 
(ii) the affadavit of the party making the service; or 
(iii) the certificate of counsel.  

(5) One signed paper copy of each filing shall be served promptly on 
the Secretary by regular mail pursuant to the reuireents of sections 2.708 
and 2.701 of this part.  

(6) All Board and Cmnission issuanc aid orders 
will be trarmitted electronically to the parties and to the ISS 
Administrator.  

(d) Online access to the Licensing Suport System, including the Protective 
Order File as appropriate, shall be provided to the board(s), the
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representatives of the parties, and the witnesses while testifying, for use 
during the hearing. Use of • g copy, and images thereof, will also be 
permitted * at the hearing.  

Z4'0;fl L2. 3 Intervention.  

(a) (1) Any person whose interest may be affected by a proeed•ing on the 
application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste 
at a geologic repository operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter 
and who desires to participate as a party shall file a written petition for 
leave to intervene. In a proceeding noticed pursuant to section 2.105 of 
this part, any person whose interest may be affected may also request a 
hearing. The petition and/or request shall be filed not later than the time 
specified in the notice of hearing, or as provided by the Commission, the 
presidinq officer or the atanic safety and licensing board designated to rule 
on the petition and/or request. Nontirely filings will not be entertained 
absent a determination by the CQmdission, the presiding officer or the atamic 
safety and licensing board designated to rule on the petition and/or request, 
that the petition and/or request should be granted based upon a balancing of 
the following factors in addition to those set out in paragrah (a) (2) and 
paragraph (c) of this section: 

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.  

(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest 
will be protected.  

(iii) The extent to which the petiticner's participation may reasonably be 
expected to assist in developing a sound record.  

(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by 
existing parties.  

(v) 7he extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the 
issues or delay the proceeding.  

(2) -he petition shall set forth with particularity

(i) the interest of the petitioner in the proceeding, how that interest 
may be affected by the results of the proceeding, including the reasons why 
petitioner should be permitted to intervene, with particular reference to 
the factors in paragraph (c) of this section; 

XAXIY Ji*iA a list of the cotentios which petitioner seeks to have 
litigated in the matter, and the bases for each contention set forth with 
reasonable specificity; 

,Xt' J= reference to the specific portions of documents in the 
Licensing Support System that provide a basis for the contention; and
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Xy]y (iv) the specific regulatory or statutory reqirement that needs to 

be satisfied.  

(3) An' petitioner who fails to satisfy mraaracris (a)2) (ii), (iii), and 

(iv) of this section with respe to at least one contention shall not be 

mermitted to rarticipate as a party.  

,C;; IL41 Any & / W/d /ý*W ,'1 I/#i%:e# IA$I, I, party PAXAWOý /go /#V$ 
$pAIj* may amend M$ its petition for leave to intervene with respect to the 

ntentions specified in paragraph hVX;1YX UAZ Y (a) (2) (ii) of this section.  

Petitions to amend may be made no later than thirty days after the issuance 

of the Safety Evaluation Report issued by the NRC staff. 7he presiding 

officer shall rule on the petition based on a balancing of the factors 
specified in paragraph (a) (1) of this section.  

(b) Any party to the proceeding may file an answer to a petition for leave 

to intervene within twenty days after service of the petition, with 

particular ref erenc to the factors set forth in paragraph (c) of this 
section.  

(c) Subject to pnoa-arah (a) (3) of this section, The Camission, the 

presiding officer, or the atomic safety and licensing board designated to 

rule on petitons to intervene and/or requests for hearing shall permit 
intervention, in any hearing on an application for a license to receive and 

possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository cperations 
area, by the State in which such area is located, an affected unit of local 

government as defined in section 2(31) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 

1982, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 10101, and by any affected Indian Tribe as 

defined in Part 60 of this dcapter. In all other circumstances, such ruling 

body or officer shall, in ruling on a petition for leave to intervene, 

consider the following factors, among other things: 

(1) The nature of the petitioner's right under the Act to be made a party 
to the proceeding.  

(2) Ova nature and extent of the petitioner's proerty, financial, or 

other interest in the proceeding.  

(3) Mie possible effect of any order which may be entered in the 

proceeding on the petitioner's interest.  

(d) An orler permitting intervention and/or directing a hearing may be 

conditioned an such terms as the commission, presiding officer or the 

designated atomic safety and licensing board may direct in the interests of: 

(1) Restricting irrelevant, duplicative, or repetitive evidence and 

argument, 

(2) Havig commn interests represented by a spokesman, and 

(3) Retaining authority to determine priorities and control the ompass of 
the hearin.
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(e) In any case in which, after consideration of the factors set forth in 

paragraph (c) of this section, the Commission or the presiding officer finds 
that the petitioner's interest is limited to one or more of the issues 
involved in the proceeding, any order allowing intervention shall limit the 
petitioner's participation accordingly.  

(f) A person permitted to intervene becmes a party to the proceedirng, 
subject to any limitations inposed pursuant to paragraph (e) of this section.  

(g) Unless otherwise expressly provided in the order allowing 
intervention, the granting of a petition for leave to intervene does not 
change or enlarge the issues specified in the notice of hearing.  

Z/;7• 2.1016 Appeals.  

(a) No appeals fron any board order or decision issued under this 

subpart are permitted, except as prescribed in paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (e), 
and (f).  

(b) A notice of appeal from (i) a Pre-applicaticn Licensing Board order 
issued pursuant to section •Z;@;• 2.1011 of this subpart, (ii) a Licensing 
Board First or Second Prehearing Conference Order issued pursuant to section 

2.1020 or 2.1021 of this subpart, or (iii) a Licensing Board order granting 
or denying a mctimn for surmary disposition issued in accordance with section 

2.749 of subpart G, shall be filed with the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board within ten (10) days after service of the order. A supporting 
brief shall ao•upafly the notice of appeal. Any other party or potential 
party my file a brief in cpposition to the appeal within ten (10) days after 

service of the appeal.  

(c) Appeals from a Licensing Board initial decision or partial initial 
decision shall be filed and briefed before the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board in accordance with the requirements of section 2.762 of subpart 
G.  

(d) When, in the judgment of a board, prompt appellate review of an 

order not irudiately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section is 
necessary to prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual delay or 
expense, the board may refer the ruling praqptly to the Appeal Board or 

Cuomission, as appropriate, and shall provide notice of such referral to the 

parties or potential parties. Pursuant to section 2.718(i) of subpart G, the 

parties or potential parties may also seek directed certification of rulings 
not iumediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section.  

(e) A party or potential party may seek CQziission review of any Appeal 
Board decision or order issued under this section 4/•/6ig in accordance 
with the D i in section 2.786(b) of suo3art G.  

(f) Unless otherwise ordered, the filing of an appeal, petition for 

review, or request for certification of a ruling shall not stay the 
proceeding or extemd the tire for the performarn of any act.
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(a) presentation and dispositicn. All moticns shall be addressed to the 
cxmissicin or, when a prooeedin is pending before a presiding officer, to 
the presiding officer. All motions, unless made orally on the record during 
a hearing, shall be filed according to the provisions of section 2.1013(c) 
of this subpart.  

(b) Cmitent. A motion shall state with particularity the grcinds and the 
relief scught, and shall be a cxm•Tanied by any affidavits or other evidence 
relied on, and, as appropriate, a proosed form of order.  

(c) Answers to motions. Within ten (10) days after service of a motion a 
party may file an answer *in support of or in opposition to the motion, 
acccmpanied by affidavits or other evidence. The moving party shall have 
no right to reply, except as permitted by the presiding officer or the 
secretary or the Assistant Secretary.  

(d) Oral arguments; briefs. No oral argument will be heard on a motion 
unless the presiding officer or the Commission directs otherwise. A brief 
may be filed with a motion or an answer to a motion, stating the arguments 
and authorities relied on.  

(e) 7he Board may dispose of motions either by order or by ruling orally 
during the course of a prehearing conference or hearing.  

(f) Riere the motion in question is a motion to compel discovery under 
section 2.720(h) (2) or section /,ZOXf 2.1019(f), parties may file answers 
to the mution pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section. The presiding 
officer in his or her discretio, may order that the answer be given orally 
during a telephone conference or other prehearing conference, rather than 
filed electrcnically. If responses are given over the telephone the 
presiding officer shall issue a written order on the motion which summarizes 
the views presented by the parties unless the conference has been 
transcribed. This does not preclude the presiding officer from issuing a 
prior oral ruling on the matter which is effective at the time of such 
ruling, provided that the terms of the ruling are incorporated in the 

bwritten order.  

NAM•7 2- 101 ptation of time.  

In ompiting any period of time, the day of the act, event, or default 
after which the designated period of time begins to run is not included. The 
last day of the period so camputed is included unless it is a Saturday, 
Sunday, or legal holiday at the place where the action or event is to occr, 
in which event the period runs until the end of the next day which is 

neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor holiday. Whenever a party has the right or 
is required to do same act within a prescribed period after the service of a

SL
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notice or other document upon him or her, one day shall be added to the 

prescribed period.  

2i.0A .1 Discovery.  

(a) Discovery methods. Parties to the high-level waste licensing 
p e may obtain discovery by one or more of the following methods: 

Access to the discoverable material in the Licensing Support System submitted 
prsuant to section 2.1004 of this subpart; Depositions upon oral examination 
or written questions pu~rsuant to section 2.1019 of this subpart; and 

requests for admission pursuant to section 2.742 of this part.  

(b) Scope of discovery. (1) In general. Parties may obtain discovery 
regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the licensing of 
the likely candidate site for a geologic repository, whether it relates to 
the claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or 
defense of any other party either through access to the Licensing Support 
System or by deposition. It is not ground for objection that the information 
sought will be inadmissible at the hearing if the information sought appears 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

(2) Irial preparation materials. A party may obtain discovery of 
documents and tangible things otherwise discoverable under paragraph (b) (1) 
of this section and prepared in anticipation of or for the hearing by or for 

another party's representative (incldiing its attorney, consultant, surety, 
indemnitor, isurer, or agent) only upon a showing that the party seeking 
discovery has substantial need of the materials in the preparation of this 
case and that it is unable without urndue hardship to cbtain the substantial 
equivalent of the materials by other means. In ordering discovery of such 
materials when the required showing has been made, the presiding officer 
shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, aclusions, 
opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a party 
cxncerning the proceeding.  

(C) protective order. Upon motion by a party or the person frcm wham 
discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the presiding officer may make 
any order which justice requires to protect a party or person frn annoyance, 
embarrassment, cppression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more 
of the following: (1) That the discovery not be had; (2) that the discovery 
may be bad only on specified terms and conditions, including a designation of 
the time or place; (3) that the discovery may be had only by a method of 
discovery othr than that selected by the party seekng discovery; (4) that 
certain matters not be ix-gired into, or that the scope of discovery be 
limited to certain matters; (5) that discovery be corducted with no one 
present except persons designated by the presiding officer; (6) that, subject 
to the provisions of section 2.790 of this part, a trade secret or other 
confidential research, develcpment, or oammercial information not be 
disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way; (7) that studies and 
evaluations not be prepared. If the motion for a protective order is denied
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in whole or in part, the presiding officer may, on sxuh terms and conditions 
as are just, order that any party or person provide or permit discovery.  

(d) Sequence and timing of discovery. Unless the presiding officer upon 
motion, for the convenience of parties and witnesses and in the interests of 
justice, orders otherwise, methods of discovery may be used in any sequence 
and the fact that a party is cnucting discovery, whether by deposition or 
otherwise, shall not operate to delay any other party's discovery.  

(e) Supplementation of responses. A party who has included all documentary 
material relevant to any discovery request in the Licensing Support System or 
who has responded to a request for discovery with a response that was 
camplete when made is under no duty to supplement his response to include 
information thereafter acquired, except as follows: 

(1) A party is under a duty seasonably to supplement its response with 
respect to any question directly addressed to (i) the identity and location 
of persons having knowledge of discoverable matters, and (ii) the identity 
of each person expected to be called as an expert witness at the hearing, the 
subject matter on which the witness is expected to testify, and the substance 
of the witness's testimony.  

(2) A party is under a duty seasonably to amend a prior response if it 
obtains information upon the basis of which (i) it knows that the response 
was incorrect when made, or (ii) it knaws that the response though correct 
when made is no longer true and the circumstances are such that a failure to 
amend the respne is in substance a knowing c!lnt.  

(3) A duty to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the 
presiding officer or agreement of the parties.  

(f) Motion to caupel discovery. (1) If a deponent or a party upon whon a 
request for production of documents is served fails to respond or objects to 
the request, or any part thereof, the deposing party or the party submitting 
the request may move the presiding officer, within five days after the date 
of the respoe or after failure of a party to respond to the request for an 
order cumpelling a response in accordance with the request. The motion shall 
set forth the nature of the questions or the request, the response or 
objection of the party upon whom the request was served, and arguments in 
support of the notion. For purposes of this paragraph, an evasive or 
incomplete anwr or response shall be treated as a failure to answer or 
respond. Failure to answer or respond shall not be excuse on the ground 
that the dismxery sought is objectionable unless the person or party failing 
to answer or respond has applied for a protective order pursuant to paragraph 
(c) of this section.  

(2) In ruling on a motion made pursuant to this section, the presiding 
officer may make such a protective order as he is authorized to make on a 
motion made pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section.  

(3) This section does not preclude an independent request for issuance of 
a subpoena directed to a person not a party for production of documents. This
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section does not apply to requests for the testimonxy of the regulatory staff 
pursuant to section 2.720(h) (2) (i) of this part.  

Z/ZOZ .2.10 Depositions upon oral examination and upon 
written questions.  

(a) Any party desiring to take the testi~iy of any party or other person 
by deposition on oral examination or written questions shall, without leave 
of the Commission or the presiding officer, give reasonable notice in writing 
to every other party, to the person to be examined and to the presiding 
officer of the proposed tim and place of taking the deposition; the name 
and address of each person to be examined, if known, or if, the naime is not 
kimm, a general description sufficient to identify him or the class or group 
to which he belcngs; the matters upon which each person will be examined and 
the name or descriptive title and address of the officer before whom the 
deposition is to be taken.  

(b) Within the United States, a deposition may be taken before any 
officer authorized to administer oaths by the laws of the United States or of 
the place where the examination is held. Outside of the United States, a 
deposition may be taken before a secretary of an embassy or legation, a 
crnsul general, vice consul or consular agent of the United States, or a 
person authorized to administer oaths designated by the Cmuission.  
Depositions may be c"r, uted by telephone or by video telcnference.  

(c) The deponent shall be sworn or shall affirm before any questions are 
put to him or her. Examination and cross-examination shall proceed as at a 
hearing. Each question propounded shall be recorded and the answer taken 
down in the words of the witness. Objections on questions of evidence shall 
be noted in short form without the arguments. 7he officer shall not decide 
on the competency, materiality, or relevanty of evidence but shall record the 
evidence subject to objection. Objections on questions of evidence not made 
before the officer shall not be deemed waived unless the ground of the 
objection is one which might have been cbviated or removed if presented at 
that time.  

(d) Nhen the testimony is fully transcribed, the deposition shall be 
subnitted to the deponent for examination and signature unless the deponent 
is ill or cannot be found or refuses to sign. 7he officer shall certify the 
deposition or, if the deposition is not signed by the deponent, shall 
certify the reasons for the failure to sign, and shall prcmptly transmit the 
deposition to the ISS Administrator.  

(e) Were the deposition is to be taken on written questions, the 
party taking the deposition shall serve a copy of the questions, showing each 
question separately and oonszively numbered, on every other party with a 
notice stating the nam and address of the person who is to answer them, and 
the name, description, title, and address of the officer before whon they are 
to be taken. Within ten (10) days after service, any other party may serve 
cross-questions. The questions, cross-questions, and answers shall be 
recorded and signed, and the deposition certified, returned, and filed as in 
the case of a deposition on oral examination.
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(f) A deposition will not become a part of the record in the hearing 

unless received in evidence. If only part of a deposition is offered in 

evidence by a party, any other party may introduce any other parts. A party 

shall not be deemed to make a person his own witness for any purpose by 

taking its deposition.  

(g) A deponent whose deposition is taken and the officer taking a 

deposition shall be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services 

in the district courts of the United States, to be paid by the party at whose 

instance the deposition is taken.  

(h) The witness my be acxmparided, represented, and advised by legal 
cousel.  

(i) (1) After receiving written notice of the deposition under paragraph 

(a) or paragraph (e) of this section, and ten days before the scheduled date 

of the deposition, the deponent shall submit an index of all documents in his 

or her possession, relevant to the subject matter of the deposition, 
including the categories of doouments set forth in paragraph (i) (2) (i) of 

this section, to all parties. The index shall identify those records which 

have already been entered into the Licensirn Support System. All documents 
that are not identical to documents already on the Licensing Support System, 

whether by reason of subsequent modification or by the addition of notations, 
shall be treated as separate documents.  

(2)XJY 7he follcoing material is excluded fran initial entry into the 

Licensing Support System, but is subject to derivative discovery under 
paragraph (i) (1) of this section

IC)V ii personal recrds; 
/)Jy =i travel vochders; 
Xy J=i~ speeches; 
fflj jLv1 preliminary drafts; 

Ivji margiai.  

LXI /s~/z7$%'y' /t~4Z/M% /O*X5VA /Zfx /%Z*tY /0"~ /XY 
i/YO/Y 00MOY1 

illll illIIlllýii10 lp/ vw-g
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(3) Any party may request a paper copy of any or all of the documents 
on the index that have not already been entered into the Licensing Support 
system.  

(4) The deponent shall bring a paper copy of all documents on the 
index that have not already been entered into the Licensing Support System to 
an oral deposition conducted pirsuant to paragraph (a) of this section, or in 
the case of a deposition taken on written questions pursuant to paragraph (e) 
of this section, shall submit such documents with the oertifie deposition.  

(5) A party may request that any or all documents on the index that 
have not already been entered into the Licensing Support System, and on which 
they intend to rely at hearing, be entere into the ISS.  

(j) In a proceeding in which the NRC is a party, the NRC staff will make 
available one or more witnesses designated by the Executive Director for 
Operaticns, for oral examination at the hearing or on deposition regarding 
any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the issues in the 
proceeding. The attendance and testimcrry of the CQmmissioners and named NRC 
personnel at a hearing or on deposition may not be required by the presiding 
officer, by subpoena or otherwise: Provided, That the presiding officer may, 
upon a showing of exceptional circustances, such as a case in which a 
particular named NRC enployee has direct personal knowledge of a material 
fact not known to the witnesses made available by the Executive Director for 
Cperations require the attendance and testimorny of named NRC personnel.  

7IX0 2.1021 First Prehearing ofereic.  

(a) In any proceeding involving an application for a license to receive 
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations 
area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter the Comission or the presiding 
officer will direct the parties and any petitioners for intervention, or 
their counsel, to appear at a specified time and place, within seventy days 
-after the notice of hearing is published, or such other time as the 
Conmision or the presiding officer may deem appropriate, for a conference 
to: 

(1) Permit identification of the key issues in the proceeding; 

(2) Take any steps necessary for further identification of the issues; 

(3) Consider all intervention petitions to allow the presiding officer to 
make suc preliminary or final determination as to the parties to the 
proceeding, as may be appropriate; and
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(b) The presiding officer may order any further formal and informal 
cxnferexnes among the parties, including teleconferences, to the extent that 

the presiding officer considers that such a conferenc wcould expedite the 

(c) A prehearing cotfeence held pursuant to this section shall be 

stenographically reported and may be ccrductal by tel xnference.  

(d) The presiding officer shall enter an order which recites the action 

taken at the conference, the sdcedule for further actions in the proceeding, 
any agrements by the parties, and which identifies the key issues in the 
proceeding, makes a preliminary or final determination as to the parties in 
the proceeding, and provides for the sumnission of status reports on 
discovery.  

Z•I'.' 2.1022 Second P•re ing Conferen.e.  

(a) The CuMission or the presiding officer in a proceeding on an 
application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste 
at a geologic repository operations area shall direct the parties or their 
counsel to appear at a specified time and place within seventy days after the 
Safety Evaluation Review is issued by the NRC staff for a conference to 
consider: 

(1) Consideration of new or amended contentions submitted under section 
2.1014 (a) (3) of this subpart; 

(2) Simplification, clarification, and specification of the issues; 

(3) The necessity or desirability of awending the pleadings; 

(4) The obtaining of stipulations and admissions of fact and of the 
contents and authenticity of documents to avoid Unnecessazy proof; 

(5) Identification of witnesses and the limitation of the nmber of expert 
witnesses, and other steps to expedite the presentation of evidence; 

(6) 7e setting of a hearing sc&edule; and 

(7) Such other matters as may aid in the orderly disposition of the 
proceeding.  

(b) Prehearing conferences shall be stenographically reported.  

(c) The presiding officer shall enter an order which recites the action 

taken at the onference, the a- - ts allowed to the pleadings and 
agreuents by the parties, and which limits the issues or defines the matters 
in contnversy to be determined in the proceeding.

•/7 _2.1023 Imnediate effectiveness of intitial decision.
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(a) erxdiM review and final decision by the -cmnssion, an initial 
decision resolvirn all issues before the presiduin officer in favor of 
issuance or amedndent of a ccrstruction authorization puirsuant to section 
60.31 of this dcarter or a license to receive and possess hiqh-level 
radioactive waste at a cteolocic rmository cmeraticns area prsuant to 
section 60.41 of this Ghanter, will be immediately effective upon issuance 
except

(I) As provided in any order issued in accordance with section 2.788 of 

this part that stays the effectiveness of an initial decision; or 

(2) As otherwise provided by the mumission in special circmmtances.  

(b) The Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeggrds, as 
arvrporiate, notwithgtgndir the filirxn or pendency of an appeal pursuant to 
section 2.762 of this Dart or a petition for review pursuant to section 2.786 
of this part. p-rc2vtlv shall issue a construction authorization or a license 
to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a cfeologic repository 
cvraticms area. or amendments thereto, follwind an initial decision 
resolvinM all issues before the presiding officer in favor of the licensin.  
action upo makin, the apprprriate licensinm fii except

(1) As provided in mogamah (c) of this section; or 

(2) As provided in any order issued in acordance with section 2.788 of 
this part that stays the effectiveness of an initial decision; or 

(3) As otherwise provided by the ommission in special circumstances.  

(c) (1) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeuards my 
issue a oristruction authorization or a license to reeive and pssess waste 
at a qeologic rpositorv operations area in accordance with par4agrrt (c) (2) 
of this secticn. the Oummission, in the exercise of its supervisory authorit 
over agency Droces±Ln , shall undertake and ogmplete a supervisory 
examination of those issues contested in the proeedi, before the 
Licensim Board to consider whether there is any siqnificant basis for 
doubtinM that the facility will be operated with adequate protection of the 
"public health and safety, and whether the Qmmission should take action to 
suspend or to otherwise ocdition the effectiveness of a Licensin, 
Board decisian that resolves contested issues in a croceeding in favor of 
issuing a cunstruction authorization or a license to receive and possess 
high-level radioactive waste at a MoloQic repository operations area. This 
supervisory examination is not part of the ad5budicatory crocee , and the 
parties to the mroeedirg have no right to file pleadgin with the Ommission 
with rerd to this supervisory examination. The cmmiission shall notify the
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Director in writinq when its suevisorv examination rduc-te in accordance 
with this p•araI has been ccupleted.  

(2) Before the Director of Nuclear Material _afety and Safeud issues a 
construction authorization or a license to receive and possess hici-level 
radioactive waste at a Qeolloic rpositorv eratims area, the CM..l ssion 
shall review thse issues that bave not been onitested in the proc~eeiNM 
before the Licesinq Board but about which the Director mist make aporriate 
firdmss prior to the issuance of such a license. The-Director shall issue a 
construction authorization or a license to receive and possess high-level 
radioactive waste at a peolocic rMository operations area only after written 
notification from the Cmnission of its 2gTletion of its review under this 
paragraph and of its determination that it is aMMrtpriate for the Director to 
issue such a license. This Oimission review of uncontested issues is not 

2=t of the adtjicatov p iro niMg and the aties to the procesedin have no 
right to file pleadixxs with the mnmission cncerning this review.  

(3) No susMension of the effectiveness of a Licensiro Board's initial 
decision or Dotrxment of the Director's issuance of a license that results 
frcm a Cmnissicn suervisory examination of contested issues under raqr~pb 
(c) (1) of this section or a review of unoxnteste issues under paraqra 
(c) (2) of this section will be entered excepnt in writino with a statement of 
the reascm. su suspension or DLw dnt will be limited to such perio 
as is .__nsc vy for the Ccmuittee to resolve the matters at issue. If the 

supervisory examination results in a suspension of the effectiveness of the 
Licensing Board's initial decision urder paracr (c)(1) of this section, 
the Cowmission will take review of the decision sua sponte and further 
prxxedi•os relative to the contested matters at issue will be in acrdance 
with proceures for participation by the agolicant, the NRC staff, or other 
parties to the Licensing Board procmeing establishe by the CQmmission in 
its written statement of reasons. If a D o 4. results from a review 
under Rarag]MM (c) (2) of this section, conments cn the unconteste matters 
at issue may be filed by the applicant within 
ten (10) days of service of the Ozmmission's written statement.  

2.700 is amended bY adding: 

The procedur applicable to the proceeding on an application for a license to 
receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository 
qoeraticns area are set forth in subpart J of this part.  

2.714 is amended by AgAAO a -

With the excgMtin of license applications docketed under Sukhart J of this

2.743(f) is amended by adding:
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(a) (2) (ii) reference to specific documentary material that 

provide a basis for the contention; and 

(a) (4) Any party may amend its contentions specified in 

paragraph (a) (2) (ii) of this section. The presiding officer 

shall rule on any petition to amend based on a balancing of the 

factors specified in paragraph (a) (1) of this section. Petitions 

to amend on the basis of information or issues raised in the 

Safety Evaluation Report issued by the NRC staff may be made no 

later than 40 days after the issuance of the SER. Any petition 

to amend contentions that are filed after that time will in 

addition to the factors specified in (a) (1) of this section 

include a showing that a significant safety or environmental 

issue is involved.*
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2.2011 LSS Management and Administration.  

(a) the Licensing Support System shall be administered by the ISS 
Administrator who will be designated within sixty days after the effective 
date of the nile.  

(b) (1) Consistent with the requireents in this subpart, the U.S. Department 
of Energy shall be responsible for the design and develcPe-nt of the camputer 
system necessary to iIplement the Licensing Support System including the 
procurement of ccmiuter hardware and software, and, with the concurrence of 
the iSS Administrator, the follow-on redesign and procurement of equipment 
necessary to maintain the Licensing Support System.  

(2) The U.S. Department of Energy shall implement consensus advice from 
the ISS Advisory Review Panel under paragraph (e) of this section that is 
consistent with the requrements of this subpart.  

(c) (1) The Licensing Support System, described in section 2.1002, shall not 
be part of any computer system that is controlled by any party or potential 
party to the high-level waste licensing proceeding, including the U.S.  
Department of Energy and its contractors, or that is physically located on 
the premises of any party or potential party to the high-level waste 
proceeding, including the U.S. Department of Energy and that of its 
contractors.  

(2) Nothing in this subpart shall preclude the U.S. Department of Energy 
or any other potential party or party from using the Licensing Support System 
computer facility for a records management system independent of the 
Licensing Support System.  

(d) The 1SS Administrator shall be responsible for the administration of the 
Licensing Support System, including the responsibility to-

(1) provide the necessary personnel, materials, and services for 
operation and maintenance of the LSS; 

(2) identify and recommend to the U.S. Department of Energy any redesign 
and procurement actions necessary to ensure that LSS design and operation 
meets the objectives of this subpart; 

(3) concur on any redesign and related procurement performed by the U.S.  
Department of Energy under paragraph (b) of this section; 

(4) inplement the consensus advice of the ISS Advisory Review Panel 
under paragraph (e) of this section that is consistent with the requirements 
of this subpart; 

(5) evaluate and certify compliance with the requirements of this 
subpart under section 2.1003(j) and section 2.1012(a) of this subpart; 

(6) ensure LSS availability and the integrity of the ISS data base; 
(7) receive and enter the documentary material specified in 

section 2.1003 of this subpart into the Licensing Support System in the 
appropriate format - searchable full text, bibliographic headers, and/or 
image; 

(8) eliminate duplicate documents;
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(9) maintain security for the Licensing Support System data base, 
including assigning user password security codes; 

(10) distribute, operate, and maintain appropriate software for the 
Licensing Support Sst; 

(11) maintain the thesaurus and authority tables for the Licensing 

support system; 
(12) establish and implement a training program for Licensing Support 

System users; 
(13) provide support staff to assist users in Searching the Licensing 

Support System; 
(14) other duties as specified in this subpart or necessary for LSS 

operation and maintenance.  

(e) (1) The LSS Administrator shall establish an LSS Advisory Review Panel 
comprised of representatives frcn the parties and potential parties within 
sixty days after designation of the LSS Administrator pursuant to paragraph 
(a) of this section.  

(2) The LSS Advisory Review Panel shall advise

(i) the U.S. Departmnt of Energy on the design and development of the 
ccnputer system necessary to implement the Licensing Support System under 
paragraph (b) of this section; and 

(ii) the ISS Administrator on the operation and maintenance of the 
Licensing Support System under paragraph (d) of .this section.  

(3) The advice of the ISS Advisory review Panel shall include

(i) establishing format standards for the submission of information to 
the Licensing Support System by the parties or potential parties, such 
as ASCII files, bibliographic headers, and images; 

(ii) establishing the procedures and standards for the electronic 
transmission of filings, orders, and decisions during both the 
pre-license application phase and the high-level waste licensing 
proceeding; 

(iii) establishing access protocols for raw data, field notes, and other 
items covered by section 2.1003(c) of this subpart; 

(iv) establishing a thesaurus, authority tables, and duplication 
elimination process for the Licensing Support System; 

(v) establishing reasonable requirements for field definition, 
retrieval, display, image delivery, query response, and "user friendly" 
usage;
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.a.. WZZ.O,2 Second prehearing con~ference.  
,x toa//XO7 d Immediate effectiveness.  

2.1000 Scope of Subpart.  

The rules in this subpart govern the procure for applications for a license 

to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository 

operations area noticed pursuant to secticn 2.101(f) (8) or section 

2.105(a) (5) of this part. Te procedures in this subpart take pr over 

the 10 CR Subpart G, rules of general applicability, exmept for the 

follwir provisicrs: 2.702, 2.703, 2.704, 2.707, 2.711, 2.713, 2.715, 2.717, 

2.718, 7/77 2.720, 2.721, 2.722, 2.732, 2.733, 2.734, 2.742, 2.743, 2.749, 

2.750, 2.751, 2.753, 2.754, 2.755, 2.756, 2.757, 2.758, 2.759, 2.760, 2.761, 

2.762, 2.763, 2.770, 2.771, 2.772, 2.780, 2.781, 2.785, 2.786, 2.787, 2.788, 

and 2.790.  

2.1001 Definiticr." 

"ASCII File" msans a text file stored on magnetic medium containiM the 

American Standard Qide for Information Interchange which represent characters 
and sybols.

e- 4;o<- ecAIA C AAjO Jý K j
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"bibliograpic header" means the m series of descriptiseO 

d~ocument. ZO other mterial VIC~/UZ$Y'~.1 
&-P 11P 4444 if -Sp- ,-, MjA 

"document" mm any written, printed, recorded, magnetic, graphic matter, 
or other material, regardless of form or dcaracteristic 

Sodraft" neans a nonfinal document circulated for • 

5du I 

rvisions s ne other thani on rinal 

"Docaentarv material" means any material or other information that is 
relevant to, or lihely to lead to the discovenr of information that is 
relevant to, the licensiM of the likely candidate site for a aeologic 
repository. Te sge of QDo material shall be muided by the t~ical 
auidelines in Reulatory Guide .  

"Full header" means the series of descriptive and subject terns Qiven 
to a document or other material as define- by the LSS Aministrator.  

"image" means a visual likeness of a document, presented on a paper copy, 
~ microform', or a bit-map on optical or magti disk.  

"LSS Administrator" means the person or oranizaticnal unit within the U.S.  
Nuclear Reslatorv Camission =Msrosible for administration. mana. , t, and 
oeration of the Licesig Stuport System. The LSS Administrator shall no 
be in any organizational unit that either rebresents the U.S. Nuclear 
Rerulator= Cmnission staff as a vart= to the high-level waste lioensin• 

t 2/p9roee or is =art of the M aI chain reportinM to the Director 
of the Off ice of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeg. I.  

"marginalia" mans har itten, printed, or other types of notatios ed 
to a document excluding uderlbz aad higlighting. 7 

IA-* - ;top( .(4 lq_ 
"party"/for purposes of this supart means the license applicant, I the NRC 
staff, a•a a person j%/•%g4$ acmitted, under section ;11 of this 
w•pard, or a unit of aovedunt aitted under section 2.715(c) of this 
part, to the proeiIr on an application for a license to receive and 
possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository c~ermations area 
pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter. ' fr#4Ag" Ij6c e-#.VA-.S i-'_ £.1 * •V, ?S ,k 

"potential party" mar any person IW/IdO %ho,, duri- the period before 
the application for a lioense to receive and possess high-level radioactive 
waste at a geologic ra;nsitory operations area is sbitted, is granted 
acss to the Licrsin Support System and who consents to ocxply with the 
regulations set forth in Subpart J of this part, including the authority of

q
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the Pre-License Application Iicersing Board established pursaant to Section 
7~ O~O.2,ail~ of this sukpart.  

"pre-lioerse application phase" means the time period before the licemse 
applicatico to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repository peratios area is dmcketed under section 2.101(f)(3) of this 
part

"preliminary draft" mans any rxnfinal document that is not a circulated 
draft.  

"Personal record" mearns a d=omn in the possession of irdividual perscmel 4 of a party or potential party that was not required to be ,created or retaine 
by the party or potential party, and can be retained or discarded at the 
author's sole discreticr, or dowmmnts of a personal nature that are not 
associated with any business of the party or potential party.  

"serchable full text" means the electronic indexed entry of a document in 
ASCII into the Licensing Support system that allows the identification of 
specific words or groups of words within a text file.  

2.1002 High-Level Waste Licenin SqUort Systm.  

The lcar~i~ rtSyst is an electronic inform~ation agentstm 

the issuance of a license for a geologic itory for the 
disposal f level radioactive waste pursuant to Part 60 of this cdaptar.  

7eLIcersirg Support, y mcnan h 
O/WIA04 material of the licenise applicant and its contract.ors, 
and th g aexa f all other parties and potential parties to 
the high-level radioactive waste licensirn proeedin, and their c cos.  
A s to the Acensrir support system by the parties and Potential Parties 
to the high-level radioactive waste liceonsing roe provides the 
documnt discovery in the pxoclding. 7he Loensing S ort Systemn provides 
for the electronic transmission of filings by the parties durin the 
high-level waste proceeding, and orders and dckisicrs of the Qmision and 
Cmision adjudicatory boards related to the proieliz.  

a& The lacensing Support, Sstemn sall I xinclue all dociu~ntary material 
related to the licensir of the likely candidate site for a geologic 
reosit•ory pursuant to Part 60 of this dCapter, xo pjive uer Wtd 2.1OO 2f this 1. 99AAW /*V MAW•/ / 

,PP.  

c) urin' he prtdgic eaation of the the a l ioanyi aSfet hst=e 
&ZrirM the pnrelioense aolgication pbaseg shall not have any affect on the



S-tae r u1:mriss of itIs tco the S of.  

(a) Subject to paragra-s (b) .,(7 /A1q Je, aW Mi) of this section, eac 
potential party or party, with the gexStin of the license applicant, shall 
submit to the LIS kM inistxator an ASCII file, an image, and a bibliographc 
header- OF A 0,*4l ,9o.ui4'• 

(1) for all material, inclxuding r arafts',,W.r 'M 
£.im1 but eltinpreliminary drafts A42 

)15,1,1 / generat1 by, or at the direction 
of, X a potential party or party after the date on wh ich such potential p 
party or party is given ac to the Licensing Suport System pursuant to 
section 7oAP 4 of this subpart.  

(2) for all c o m th taey material inc-luidmng "_l-a_ drafts so 

(ar • tor p�arDi ,e wxi ( In •ofhi stonf the licen e a~iat sa~ll 

aftsa 

tbtelS niaeadabbliograaphic header for all &itr aeil nlxix ioltr 

drafs eatim bt axclfingl piinbtexl~i~reliminary drrafts.W.*W4 

9enrgtart by, or at the dir-tion of dir lectio n 

of,?(el aeah potential party or party shall suit a bdibliograhic 

opitab for ewtry into the icesing Support Syt in pur le full text.  
se material islu rw data, cmpzter rizs, w p ardes, 

field ti m br e p .. 1 Gi ad m... . . .  

(c) ~ ~ ~ F~ a op~Mb ()ad f o hs eton helcns -
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and voucters for travel funded b 
the Nuclear Waste Fund es-alA e Rbsi i nt to section 302 of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act. 42 U.s.c. 10222.  

that identifie/s for al travel g !ified in paacrai (W (1) of this 

.Q In j.2ition to the bibliographic headers for the material eifis 
in Dara---rkMe (1) of this secti, an iage sal be sumitted for 
uia, �.r1., and other grapic material.  

M7 Mf. each potential party or party shall subit a bibliographic header 
for eac document

(1) for which a claim of privilege is asserted; 

(2) which ccrstitutes confidential financial or ccmrcial information; 

(3) whih constitutes saf a information under section 73.21 of this 

X%7,, .Lg in addition to the ~iI±nfdocumnints under prga% (a) of 
this section, potential I t. or parties may request -..b another 
potentil partyJ4 or party% Ido btbe entered into the Lioenir's u~r 
System in searchable full t:k if _ -•--wm i- i-" F R 

interdlto rely on sudi documents during the licensingpoeeig 

/W MI Submission of AS•I files, images, and b bliographic headers shall be 
in a---rdanoe with criteria established by the ISS Admnistrator.  

MY LU Basic licensing docMents generated by the U.S. Dartmeit of Energy, 
such as the Site characterization Plan, the tvwiromntal Iimpact Stataemnt, 
and the license application, or by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
suc as the Site Characterization Analysis, and the Safety Evaluatin Report, 
shall be submitted to the LSS •in tatr by the rsctive ageny wich 
generated the docuet.  

(j) (1) D•-gc@kti of the aMlication for a li-c•e_ to receive and DO 

high-lev'el- radioactive waste at a mloaic r-s xitory peratims area Sall.  
rot be •-@-ut' ndter outago= J of this rt unless the ___ -t46" 

iths in aivaie of the submim•ion of the license aMlication. that the 
license Mlicant has auetarntiallv octwl_ with the prvvrsi4= of this 

L$s74 4WIV a7f..jO&I 
(2) () Th e t Dro ---- E -f thei Ofn at s- -z--- -. nt.... ls •e--nn -m six 

Safamar-s shall• evaluate the extentc of the license A__-Mlicnt-'s gopn-1a-o 
with the pq~dicns oftb section at six ,,,yth in~ter,-ls ieqirain six
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CWAM-.,&-• S1-a1 ' R, j==•' a Written M=rr of his, or he evaluation of 1ies 

a-!icant gg!•ian-e under P409=rh (1) (i) of this section. 7he rM t shall 
ir.J-li r-a. - ations, to the licene ae licant on the actios rwc ssarv to 
achieve s%*startial cgpliance ,VXMgnt to D~pararah_ (j1 (1) of this section.  

(iii) potent4a Rjares -My •umit c•mmnts on the rort xr 
rarsuant to _Dar _ra. (• ) )2)(1ii) to the OL-- - of 'a-,.-fe-e'--"----t 

~ ~ -I-$ It 4D) l 10 -4 £TA44rO.#L event ~• tht h-L , m, ,s -r o.V -7",

(3) In the tvn htte-*.-*tmt, 

(j)(1) of thi section, the.a•licaticn for a license to receive and 
hjg=•hLe~vel radioactve p-t _ 1•c r _t=• gpaot;ions area shal 

•..~~ dment d••-and additions.  

(a) Within five days after a docmnt is entered into the Lincesing Support 

System by the ISS Administrator, the submitter shall verify that the doament 
has been entersd correctly, and shall notify the LSS Administrator of any 
errors in entry.  

(b) After the time period specified for verification in paragraph (a) of 
this section has expired, POY*;/,t f/~/I%XY1#fi Y & who~r desires 
to amend an alleged incorrect doument, shall

£IU sukit the corrected version to the LSS Aministrator for 
entry as a separate otm-ent; M 

(2) submit a bibliograpic header for the corrected version that identifies 
all revisions to the corrected version.  

(c) Th ISS Administrator shall ensure that the bibliograpic header for the 
original doctmnt specifies that a corrected version is also in the Licensing 
DA~ort system.  

(d) (1) 5 /%//j b £ shall sbit any revised 
pages of a cument in the Licensing Support Systae to the L Administrator 
for entry into the LiTcsig Suport System as separate dcumts.  

(2) 7he ISS Administrator shall r ee that the bibliographic header 
for the original documnt specifies that revisicr have been etered into the 
LiSmin SL4:wt System.  

(e) Any dcmnt that has been iz==rectly excluded fr- the Lioensing 
t System mist be submitted to the LSS Adinistrator by the &Xf 

X tt/W /wthYn/A/ dWays a/Ae itWOs =escusiblo Ior tbe 
submissnion of =a ocmn within two days after its exclusion, has been

S, cra', A/'
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idmntified unless m other time is approved by the Pre-Lioerse Application 
Lrming Bard; MIidgg., hoever. that the t for submittal urder h 
rj-aaarh will be stayed P,9 niM Pre-1•iCe__ A Clication LiceriM er7 
action on a matimn to extend the tim of subnittal.  

7h fol1ioim ma-terial is exclux~d from m=tr into> the LicensK %==o

this abat 

(a) official notice materials; 
(b) reference books and text books: 
(c) material pegtnLi exclusively to administratioin, suc a 

material related to hgd tg. fina_,al I 2-1, rerscrinel.  
office guoe, or procurement, exgot for the scpe of work on 
a Dro arment related to prository sitn-, c.rstrncticn, or 
ew-k-AI -•" n the au srtatiom of snent uiclear fuel or
high-level waste, 

(d) press clitoinias arx 
(e) ink mail;, 
(f) referenge ited in 

available't c

(a) Subject 
tr litional

YP Privilege.  

to the regiirmm-tts 
discxvery privile.es 

section 2.790 f

Vr=s releases; 

o-•tractor recorts that are *aerall 1 

in section2. () of this subpart, the 
recxognzed in N1C adjtxficatory proeaIM~ 
this part,~ uAw the- PNOLO&tc- o

J~ftwill be available to potenial parties and parties.  
M=A•x In aditin to Feeral agencies, the r± pdes ivilecde 
will also be available to State and local g entities, and Indian 
Tribes.

(b) Any doctmnrt for wichid a claiim of privilege J& = is not 
u~teld by the Pre-licez-a Application rLiensng Board shall be sumitted by 
the party or potenitial party that asserted the calam, to the IMS 
Administrator for u~zJ the Licensing &p~ort system, either into an 
ope accss fi =or . E~ into Wo A Prortective 
Order :file 'if U, .A oard so directs under section ?~7A 
,2&9I () (4) or'%secticri 21j$,UY~f aAIZ1 of this subpart.  

(c) Notwithstanding the availability a. -dlbrtv 
under section 2.790(a(5) of thispa, 

not thwieprivileged, shall be submitted for entry into the Icers' 
Suq~ort System pursunt to section .Q4(a) andi 2w& (c of this subpart.

,A- - V V 'AsAPPI FPAA I.A-CMD

I 1 I Irl • .... 1 1 I -- . = ]•l

51.4oo
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(a) (1) Terinals for access to 7i%4VAW headers for all ocuments 

in the Licensing Support Systen during the pre-license application phase, and 

images of the non-prvileged docuents of the U.S. Dpa -bi of Energy, 
shall be provided at the headgiarters of the U.S. Dartment of Energy, and 
at all U.S. epartment of Energy Tocal Public Docmnt cs established in 
the vicinity of the likely candidate site for a geoloic repository.  

(2) Terminals for a&cess to )•6Aq * full headers for all dmnts 

in the Licensing Support System durirn the pre-licene application phase, 
and images of the nrx-privileged docments of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Qzmiiicrn, shall be provided at the headcuarters Public Document pam of the 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission, and at all U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Comission Local Public Document Roos established in the vicinity of the 
likely candidate site for a geologic repository, and at the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Regicnal Offices, including the Uranium Recovery Field 

Office in Denver, Colorado.  

(3) Mhe acs ter•inals specified in paragra~s (a)(1) and (a)(2) of 
this section shall include terminals at Las Vegas, Nevada; PRaw, Nevada; and! 
Carson City, Nevada, RX and L~n~my ~ 

(4) Public access to the searable fl text and 2f all the 
do m~tsin the Licensing Sujort Systm, =o privil sect 

, . ' shall be provided by the ISS Aministrator after a notice of hearing 

has been issued pursuant to section 2.101(f) (8) or section 2.105(a) (5) on an 
application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste 
at a geologic repository operations area.  

(b) Paper copy availability of the records specified in paragraph (a) of this 
secticon, as wall as duplication fees, and fee waiver for those records, will 
be governed by the Freeo of Information Act regulaticrn of the respective 
agencies.  

(C) Acss to the Licensimr_ Suo_ System for potential parties and parties 
will be rovided in the follwing ng 

(1) full text search carabi~itv thra.Uh diAl-= acces fromr~~t 
locatierm at the Dtt l atysor qN=t's eStenae: 

(2) lav. ace-gs from reite locations at the Dot-ntial DsrtV's or 
M=rt'Is SKM=ae 

(3) the .A bility to electrcrgicllv recz•t a _a o of a do& •nt 
at the time of search: 

(4) aneric fee waiver for the ne rqgM gr Dargw urde 
(c) (3) of this section for gotgeiti rarte or Darties D et the oriteria 
in section 9.41 of this * A.or 

iw.  

(d) T),ogment-s submitted to the =5 Administrator for eM=r int-o te 
Lice.,irs &M=-_ svstum shall not _beq ,a-:sidered as ggrna records of the Ss 

dmninistrat=r for Pnr-- es of the Fnsm of Informtion Act (FOIA). 5 U.S.C.
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552. and shall remain - udr- the gistgdZ and citrol -of the aermv or 
grsnmization that gmeo~rt-ed the d= pents and afrnitted them to the LSS 
Administrator. B@_esgtg for accss to those docume~nts irUMAOt to FOIA shall 

betransmitted to the federa1 MM=~ that oriciinatW1 the doc~Jnit.  

____ IMI Potential ~t~1~*$Pz~~ 

(a) A person %W/A6W may petition the Pre-licwueM- A~licatiOn Licensing 
Board established pursuant to section 2. 102.0 of this subpart for acces to 
the Licensing -sport System.  

(b) A pt~et4tion must -set forth with DazxtiC-UlrI~tv the interest ofth 
Rdetitioer in ganR,,j acces to the LiceneinM %Xport Svrstem with Martiular.  
reference to the follgixM fac~t=r- 14V 'k * 

(1) the factors set cuit in section a& (c) of this f= O 

(C) (~L1) 'Ie Pre-License, Application Licensing~ Board shall, in ruling 
on a petition for access, consider 

Wi the factors set out in section a (c) of-hssum . A41S 4e--t 

(i) h crieri pe in-scto 2.715(c ptiof thios isM=ov~p~un 

(2) Taoa*i~~ this s tio hall the y wr-ithethe &Mulcation Liesefot 
Boathis deriionto lriltx!Ij ticeassg to tlysl wiesMI= ytm ith tased 
narderst c 1 1 of tei.scin a deisonr eto bik pQrant toes ne 

wxr eio =JOo 91= has~Z =xe th lo o gggt hwn 

inte e/t ncle se t gQ .fý/% r % '/z ' $ /A I/$O/I/ 7 . 10 0'3 i~ iiX 

&Y /J1Z Any sonM jWiO vWt petitio /'C~os is~ approved pursuan5/ t /

- o(0 F
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Rewý- irrier jka(gg of- this section who have substantia~ll the same

us'ing the f-i m-p-ing Su e

(a) Each potential party or party sbal 

(1) Dignate an official who will be respcrsible for administration of 
its Licensing Support System r esporvsibilities; 

(2) Establish p to iMplemnnt the reqdrunants in section 
-ZO of this, subp~art; 

(3) Provide training to its staff on the for iplementation 
of lioensirq Support Sst responsibilities; 1_ 4- 't 64C.MAI 'S .V.i/i Q U£j

(4) Ensure that all doctuants carry = identification number; 
(5) Coxerate with the advisory review procs established by the ISS 

ministrator pursuant to section /Z/jyXM •,(1Z7 I of this subpart.  

(b) The responsible official designated pursuant to paragraph (a)(1) of this 
section shall certify to the LSS Adnistrator that the p U specified 
in paragraph (a) (2) of this section have been inplemented, and that to the 
best of his or her knoledge, all discoverable material has been identified 
and subitted to the Iloersing Support Systan.  

7,. -rto 0 
Z1,/•~-• Pre-License Application .Ioensing Board.  

(a) 111 a Pre-License Application Licensirn Board designated %%#A;/XV 
AOA•fif27A / )2y thee i dll rule cn all petitics for 
access to the Lioensing Support System submitted uner section Z,/X3flp 

3-.oo ~ ~of this suLbart"' * OW all disputes over the entry of &do~mwts 
during the pre-license application phase, iznluding disp-tes relating to 
relevance and privilege; 9RnM a n 

deyelqnant .:ý 2 -ý sulxazt ajl~~~dsztsrltit to Irv, Sm the gperation of the .LaoensjW Su~ort, 9M hy the LSS anit r 
"tnxder sec~tion,,wW*~i g = nldn imtsrl= t h 

•Menanta ' " "ev 
established under section M(d) of this suhwt.  7-./jo 5 

%e o 

(b) 7e Board shall rule on any claim of cument withholdirq to determime

(l) whether the material is relevant under the tpical aidie in 
R~latarv Guide 

kV II mhether the material is privileged or confidential commercial 
or finanial information, or is safeguards information, urder x c :00-• Z , ?o(c 
2 f t h i s 

-7 
u4 

C 4t 
;7
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Gly .. if, privileed, Qwther it is an absolute or qalified 
privilege; 

A) 141 if qualified, mhether the dumzimt should be disclosed because 
it is necessary to a proer decision in the prooediing.  

1JY -M mhether the material should be disclosed urder a protective 
order cr ining such protective term and nditiczr (includitz affidavits 

4XM d -cpit to J:mnth 
their qualified witnegg• and1 i- e. Mhen Safeguards Infdrmation 

protected fron disclosure under section 147 of the Atomic Ener•y Act, as 
awrdled, is received arnd possessed by a potential pat or party other than 
the wnissicn staff, it shall also be protected acoord:iz to the 
reculr~i~nts of section 73.21 of this chapter. The presiding officer may 
also prescribe such additional procedures as will effectively safeguard and 
prevent disclosure of Safeguars Information to unauthorized persons with 
minimum impairment of the procedural rights iý&icd would be available if 
Safeguards Information were not involved. In addition to any other sanction 
that may be iiposed by the presiding officer for violation of an order issued 
pursuant to this paragraph,, violation of an order pertaining to the 
disclosure of Safeguards Informatio protected frnn disclosure under sectio 
147 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, may be subject to a civil penalty 
imposed pursuant to section 2.205 of this part. For the purpose of iMposing 
the criminal penalties Ctaine in section 223 of the Atomic E•ergy Act, as 
amended, any order issued pursant to this paragraph with respect to 
Safeguards Information shall be deemed an order issued under section 161b of 
the Atomic Eergy Act. C01,= ACA 1 4j/ c. 41.,, At.F A---- tJ417-.CA/ 

.L1Upon a final temnation that the material is not e 
privileged, rnri b~m o•ur, te• poetalU assred. th claim of 
withholding ms submit the to te IM Aministrator within 

two day for entry into the Licenair &*port system.  

The service of pledings, orders, and decision shall be made acordin 
to the prLocedu specified in sectiom.i4(c) of this .tart.  

;•1OX BSs &ONnisrtr.  

~ /~%,W/M M7'#X$~ A~ /%~$,t~X0Zv1OZ/MiZ
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/X**hw /*Io /*Wy /ffif /Vo /*"#*MY IPWWAX /flkd*Afw /;W 
A*w"1;V;WkvY1oAyY 

//Vo mdo;w /w/##w/j6.f /V* 1)6Aqo&)"wA**W% 1AWMAR /M 
*WOV 1.2100M /#,Y,/ 1bW /*W hW /.Of IW$ /A* 

AV /Mol* 10f /Ax /AtA*w;P& /MWW 
$jWAfjAl IM 1Mqt#$ /;I/"AWj /P.Yj 
NOW 

/**W;W Af* 

Mmoof 
''jIM illf i M .  

11111ANY174WOPW9 /*0 /;Wxworvv-;w /0 MAP" /30#91* AfAe /UA"ým 

1UA"Am1A*&X%1xY#4* 

PYO*W /Af 1&;WAt IPX*X*Oi 1AW 1W*X*09 

TAcemim %am= systm wA" In the LW 
34 

ible fcr tl** design aArA 
0 tbe g-crs&= to J=Iem TAcoesim e~ ( 

for DMAn"M gM= hardw-um amd so >Aff- 0, 
AL ýlj XL:or 

fl) Querf-em. described in sect4cn 2 0 1002 of 
not be Dartfof w7v canmker gy1to that is cat rolled by arry 

RN= or Ro-tar&W to the waste ilgensim 
jDgjgdjjU -`mg! of EMMAW its cn, -actors, cr that 
Pbnically t& f a-96 M= cw PgAmial M= to 
Dx:: I mdirit-,kbe U.S. DMBFb=lt Of that of 
catractors.  

5001-rXif lie 44,10 
-joAf *ýUdg PA--OGA 

-TAVO Cý- I A *1 
a A) A &A A- f .1,-e A444ýý



fAl 1-tfI.5 3ý&Ibf*krr S*# 9-L- -I(-,*,Af,-6e-L-'-(-W- AJ& '04-4 .W, 

A- P#AT-Y lop_ IOY F:A.O*l W-crtleb T*e 
13 -C.O"-c 

Fo P, 

in* omx*.er sy6tmmy bp1pgztja4cned Mg3tgIt U.S.  -C= 
) fof itz.,f own Albimrdg' MhD221690LABLEý 9xiedt ke

fd) 7he ISS Administ=atcr -4wEM I~ibe for to'~ w of the~~F

't~ esiva~ and moter, the &uozntarv tril pefi n 

arxr~,iae frmt -serd I-l full text. biblioaai headers, and/or 
ripaM and eimin~tdin mlicates;

' ~ ~ ~ f, -- t- 44~ ~ ~1,h Ld n-T.

Iomaintai~nir security for the 11censiM %Zp-ort gystm data base, 
inclixlirx assoianir user Dassword sgarity odles; 

(6) establish~ir and ilzelmentixM a trAininc prcarm for Licensir.  
2AM-ort Rv o-t-entijal users: 

(7) orovidiro agort staff to assist users In seardIir the Li1cnsin 
Sur~r~t System;~ 

(8) other duties as (~Is file in thissua.  

(e) (1) The LSS Amnsrtrshall establish an-ISS Advisor Reviw
ff-WiY C& n-,f ,1 1i (r t ¶tii r~ar+'Mtr the A~~f 4 -.

licensiM~ TRr-Ogffl .

(2) 'Ite I.SS Advisory Review Board sh~alad 

W )_theU.S.__marit__t.of &ErCv ac ________ 

Sthe-_ desi an ad develcimtnt of the gMg=e system rocsary _tz 
jip-lemnt the LicensiMu 2M=or System; 

(ii) the 155 Admmistrator ci the AImlementatign of the LicensiT.

(3fh S ~insm .o n to es a i2.  

tits t , as~ fx~/P#4o AA, ate will ~ A4li 4Ay my I62' Mb 9M I h 
v~e MAW 44& S'i2 t~ iES

I

f)pA' 
Ar'
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(i) ostabli s es tQsN npecified in this • .  

Lrcensinig ot oo s ection 2.10 1(f) of this par t, the 

•-dnt party stau Nu lear se ation r.11 of tisso s Office o f sta u clea r 

Mat e ri a e rty an l pafeguart s ander sin t7at th thi s p r ic 
is-e~ten and therfore a t eford�gh-e•t l andi • 

s tet o 21 4rit section 2.71 (c) of this part.  

(b) A p erson sing a tlisr ed po te o rt ie s h g r- nel waste to tlic he 
e ns g, Su heorti S sn afirt er se tsin 2i. s00 o ard ." shall no t be 

fin additigoferbental paretipmeants co section 2.015(c) of this part, if 

they subnart fo n p r c ano is n t i c omplia nce with the 

Drectornt of S. Nuclear Rglthis sisar at theficteyo N~ucear 

articatlon in the hih-levelrste tAatthe tdere pplicationther 

sectio 2.1014 or section 2.1OlO (c) of thspr. 5s• o" 
(c) lee and ther e Bord notacpishsn for thehigh- wathielieor of 

proced•ings hereinafteo iesn orr the "Haix ecni~Bard." shllcersi oakeda 
th Is p f o s on 2 . 02 t i wi ln substiai n ith all 
dolke oers of the appicnt r he Application nolicerse Boa esaised 

(i)ant two i section 2 t01 fof this orepart.  

(bd perss tocthed iontive pstenat ial pties greaterdaces fo athn 

tae nsig Sp partlSystimo unetion 2B.1ard or the subart, s•,ln•noot s 

grantedB pat ttusne ~r secthe .11 wj3tofy this prt oitausasa 

(a)rete (1). noursartciant unde section 2.1 (c 70,teSoeaf iluiti thes officiil 

r~eqieets of the rces:ing on theapition fopr at thetimeote r~iequast 
possessio n heVý waste atalicicroiycpensting area.ethe 

(etin2) 11 or wecith the15(c)i of thes paraplcainto.~v 

ac)nM pdosensin or s.ls o h high-level 1octv waste atalioc eoioycenasing 

arapursuant to sciont 6.00 of this diaptar, theU lBS -Niwito shall

ý I
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establish a file within the Licesing Support System to contain a duplicate 
of the official record materials of the high-level radioactive waste 
licensing in searachiable full text, or for material that is not 
suitable for entry in searchable full text, by header or image, as 

L~prate.  

(b) Absent good cause,, al-l exhi~bits tandered during the hearing must have 
been entered into the Licensing Support Syt before X/WY*4ft1A/WVy*W 
the c mo.mei-nt of that iman of t hearinm in whidc the exhibit will be 

* 7e official recrd file in the Lioensing Suport System will 
ctai a list of all exhibits, sbhoig where in the transcript each was 
marked for identification and where it was received into evidence or 
rejected. Transcripts will be entered into the Licensing Suport System by 
the LWS Acministrator on a daily basis in order to provide next-day 
availability at the hearing. A*IWo 1A% IpfWA/X% l/ot /IX%%$ 

(c) (1) All filings in the adjudicatory p iroceedng on the license 
application to receive and posess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic 
repository operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter, shall be 
transmitted electronically by the Wmitter to the board(s) , parties, the ISS 
Administrator, and the Secretary, according to format requirements 
established by the ISS Administrator. Parties will be required to use a 
password security code for the electronic trasissan of these documents.  

(2) Any filing required to be served upon a party shall be served upon 
the party or its designated representative. mten a party has appred by 
attorney, service must be made upon the attorney of recrd.  

(3) Service upon a party is co• lete when the serxer receives 
electronic ackn)wleenzt ("delivery receipt") that the electronic submission 
has been placed in the receiving party's electrcnic mailbox.  

(4) Proof of service, stating the nae and adress of the person on 
whom served and the manmr and date of service, shall be shown for each 
doument filed, by

(i) electronic aJciwledgnt ("delivery recipt") ; or 
(ii) the affadavit of the party making the service; or 
(iii) the certificate of counsel.  

(5) e signed paper of ec filing shall be served prairtly on 
the Secetary by regulair mail pzrsuat to the rs : Irut of sections 2.708 
arid 2.701 of this part.  

(6) All Board and comi ion issuance andrders 
will be transmitted electrnically to the parties and to the LBS 
dinistrator.  

(d) nline a to the Licesing Support System, inldiz t  p Protective 
OrCder File as apprcpriate, shall be prvded to the "%bord(s), the
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representatives of the parties,, and the Wiwile testifyin, for use 

applicattei for a literse to rei and possess hit-hevel r've waste 

ad 2, desires to pariciip as a. s file a lwritten Iitn for 
leave to i. In a r) o P f se046 2.105 o 

hearin). ( e petition ard/or shall be filedaz--t Ptmt- x •i. 

..iai .. ... f.._.Nortily fiacn will adht be entertained 
absent a gegrminatic by the Qzmnissicn, the presiding off icr or the atpeic 
safety and licensing board designated to rule an the petition aid/or request, 
that the petition and/or request sh ald be granted based un a balancing of 

the folloing factors in additicn to those set out in paragraph (a) (2) and 
p r (c) of this section: 

(i) Good cause, if anry, for failure to file on time.  

(ii) 7he availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest 
will be protected.  

(iii) The extent to which the petiticrr's participation may reasonably be 
expected to assist in devel•ping a sound record.  

(iv) T extent to which the petitionr's interest will be represanted by 
existing parties.  

(v) Th extent to which. the petitioner's participation will broaden the 
issues or delay the prces- g.  

(2) T! petiticn shall set forth with partio3ari y-

(i) the interest of the peiierin the prooseding, m that interest 
My be affected by the results of the procding, irxlZ.. the reasons why 
PetitiCr~er shouild be permitted to intervene, with Particular referezs to 
the factors in paragrap (c) of this section; 

1W* M O I/M% / 1W / PWO/#/ /fZ 1W* /AW2% /•W0 /#,0//W 

S!Zl j a list of the omitentions which petiticrar seeks to have 
litigated in the atter, and the bases for each ocntentico set forth with 
reasonable specificity; 

(iii)7 jjjj~j. reference to 0 c ic portions of docimits in the 
Licensing Sqport System that=a basis for the =znenticn; aid
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W 11vi the specific regulatory or statutory that n to 
be satisfied.  

(3) Any& Detticznr who fails to satisfy rieMaNsE (a)2) (ii) . (iii). and 
(iv) of this section with rg t to at least e cntention shall not be 
permitted to DaLticipate as a Darty.  

mX 1y 1 Any % /)/7 $/1#/%% /party P t/1/% 
$# may mnd V$$ j& petition for leave to mntrvene with reect to the 
ctentiorn specified in paragraph /IWVYA= fal ()i of this section.  
Petitions to amend may be made no later than thirty days after the issuance 
of the Safety Evaluation Report issued by the NRC staff. The presiding 
officer shall rule on the petition based on a balancing of the factors 
specified in paragraph (a) (1) of this section.  

(b) Any party to the pro may file an answer to a petition for leave 
to intervene within twenty days after service of the petition, with 
particular reference to the factors set forth in paragraph (c) of this 
section.  

(c) Subject to paragoph (a) 3) of thi section, The Oinission, the 
presiding officer, or the atomic safety and licensing board designated to 
rule on petitons to intervene and/or requests for hearing shall permit 
intervention, in any hearing on an application for a license to receive and 
possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations 
area, by the State in which such area is located, an affected unit of local 
gove as defined in section 2(31) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 
1982, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 10101, and by any affected Indian Tribe as 
defined in Part 60 of this diApter. In all other circum-tances, such ruling 
body or officer shall, in ruling on a petition for leave to intervene, 
consider the following factors, amn-g other things: #-O M ,F•A6A 

(1) The nature of the petitioner's right under the Act to be/ade a party 
to the prc eeding.  

(2) T- nature and extent of the petitioner's property, financial, or 
other interest in the proceed.i Jng.  

(3) 7he possible effect of any order which may be entered in the 
proceeding on the petiti r's interest.  

(d) An order permitting intervention and/or a hearing may be 
canditicned on such tenis as the nission, presiding officer or the 
designated atmic safety and licesing board my direct in the interests of: 

(1) Pastricting irrelevant, duplicative, or repettive evwd and 
arg I, 

(2) Having cm interests represented by a spokesan, and 

(3) ataining authority to determire priorities and ontrol the copass of 
the hearing.
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(e) In ary case in whiich, after orrideration of the factors set forth in 
-a_ ra~h (c) of this section,, the Cmission or the presiding officer finds 

that the petiticr's interest is limited to one or more of the i 
involved in the proceing, any order allowing intervention shall limit the 
pet~itioner,'s participation aoziny 

(f) A person permitted to interve n a party to the pro::eeding-, 
subject to any limitations i--osed pursuant to paragraph (e) of this section.  

(g) Unless otherwise expressly provided in the order allowing 
intervention, the granting of a petition for leave to intervene does not 
change or enlarge the issues specified in the rx*ice of hearing.  

;!/ZJAJWJeM Appeals.  

(a) No appeals from any board order or decision issued under this 
subpart are permitted, except as prescribed in pa'agras (b), (c), (d), (e), 
and (f). *,~ 

(b) A rotice of appeal from (i) a P~e-application Licersing Board order 
issued pursuant to section ./IX • of this subpart, (ii) a Licensing 
Board First or Secon Prehearing Conferenc Order issued pursuant to section 
2.1020 or 2.1021 of this subpart, or (iii) a Lioerning Board order granting 
or denying a motion for summary disposition issued in acrdanc with section 
2.749 of subpart G, shall be filed with the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board within ten (10) days after service of the order. A supporting 
brief shall aocoaDany the notice of appeal. Any other party or potential 
party may file a brief in oposition to the appeal within ten (10) days after 
service of the appeal.  

(c) Appeals from a Licensing Board initial decision or partial initial 
decision shall be filed and briefed before the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board in accordance with the r~iirents of section 2.762 of subpart 
G.  

(d) Mwmen, in the judgment of a board, prot appellate review of an 
order not imediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section is 
necessary to prevent dstrimznt to the public interest or unusual delay or 
expense, the board may refer the ruling prouptly to the Appeal Board or 
Commission, as r t-, and shall provide notice of suc referral to the 
parties or potential parties. Pursuant to section 2.718(i) of subpart G, the 
parties or potential parties my also seek directed certification of rulings 
not immediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section.  

(e) A party or potential party may seek Cmzmission review of any Appeal 
Board eision or order issued under this section g0 f ina 
with the rox•ures in section 2.786(b) of suboart, G.  

(f) Unless otherwise ordered, the filing of an appeal, petition for 
review, or request for certification of a ruling shall not stay the 
pro r-i or extend the time for the performarx of any act.
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_____O Nation~s.  

(a) Presentatian and disposition. All moticrs shall be addressed to the 
Ccmiisican or, when a prooeeda i is pending before a presiding officer, to 
the presiding officer. All moticris, unless made orally on the record during 
a hearing, shall be filed according to the provisions of sectin 2.1013(c) 
of this subpart.  

(b) Cwtent. A motion shall state with particuarity the grounds aMn the 
relief scu4ht, and shall be anied by any affidavits or other evidence 
relied on, and, as appropriate, a rcposed form of order.  

(c) Answers to motiins. Within ten (10) days after service of a motion a 
party may file an answer in support of or in c~gonitici to the motion, aacmpanied by affidavits or other evidence. The reoving party shall have 
no right to reply, except as permitted by the presiding officer or the 
Secretary or the Assistant Secretary. .  

(d) Oral argmnts; briefs. No oral argument will-Tbe--heard on a' motion 
unless the preqidinM - offidier or the Qmnissici directs otherwise. A brief 
nay- bew_ filed' with a motion or an answer to a moticin, stating the arguments 
and ,4izthoriftes "1,ied on. r,

(e) TMe Board my dispose of motions either by order or by ruling orally 
during the course of a prehearing conference or hearing.  • . p.2. (oI• 

(f) Were the motion in question is a t to coqpel discovery umder 
section 2.720(h)(2) or secticn 2 1 ZAtJP i I fI, parties may file answers 
to the motion pursuant to paragraph (c) of his section. The presiding 
officer in his or her discretin, may order that the answer be given orally 
during a telephone -1 c erence or other prehearing -f--eree, rather than 
filed electronically. If responses are given over the telephone the 
presiding officer shall issue a written order on the motion which sunmarizes 
the vies presented by the parties unless the confere has been 
transcribed. Thi es not preclude the presiding officer fran issuing a 
prior oral ruling on the matter wich is effective at the tim of such 
ruling, provided that the term of the ruling are icrporated in the 
subseq written order.  

2-.. tO7 
•7• Qcx=ztaticn of tim.  

In campztin any period of time, the day of the act, event, or default 
after -hich the inat period of tim begins to run is not included. The 
last day of the period so •zputed is included unless it is a Saturday, 
Sunay, or legal hliday at the place where the action or event is to occr, 
in -wich event the period runs until the end of the next day which is 
neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor holliday. Mwnver a party has the right or 
is required to do som act within a prescribed period after the service of a
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notice or other document upon him or her, ca day shall be aded to the 
prescribed period.  

ZDiscovery.  

(a) Discovery methods. Parties to the high-level waste licensing 
procedgby one or iore of the follwirm methods: 
Ac s to tha in the L Support System submitted 

puruat o sctonof this subpart; tion upon oral exiuination 
or written 7% to secof this subpart; and 
requests for admision pursuant to section 2.742 of this part.  

(b) Scop of discovery. (1) In general. Parties may obtain discovery 
regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the licensing of 
the likely candidate site for a geologic repository, whether it relates to 
the claim or defense of the party seekig discovery or to the claim or 
defense of any other party either through access to the Licensing Support 
System or by deposition. It is not ground for objection that the information 
sought will be inadmissible at the hearing if the information sought appears 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  

(2) Trial preparation materials. A party may obain discovery of 
donmnts and tangible things otherwise discoverable under paragraph (b) (1) 
of this section and prepared in anticipation of or for the hearing by or for 
another party's representative (including its attorney, comsultant, surety, 

itor, insurer, or agent) only upon a sxming that the party seek:ir 
discovery has substantial need of the materials in the preparation of this 
case and that it is unable without undue hardship to cibain the subtntial 
equivalent of the materials by other means. In ordering discovery of such 
materials when the required showing has been made, the presiding officer 
shall protect against disclosure of the mental pressions, onclusions, 
opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a party 

cracring the prceeding~.  

(c) Protective order. Upon notion by a party or the person from whom 
discovery is sought, and for god cause shown, the presiding officer may make 
any order ihich justice requires to protect a party or person frh= annoyance, 

Iarra t, oppression, or unde burden or epene, including one or more 
of the followii: (1) That the discovery not be had; (2) that the discovery 
my be had only on specified terms and onrditicon, including a designation of 
the time or place; (3) that the discovery my be had only by a method of 
disoery other than that selected by the party seekin discovery; (4) that 
certain matters not be irxzired into, or that the scope of di soery be 
limited to certain matters; (5) that discovery be cordited with no one 
present except persons designated by the presidixq officer; (6) that, subject 
to the provisions of section 2.790 of this part, a trade secret or other 

finf a research, developmnt, or cc-risl information not be 
disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way; (7) that studies and 
evaluatians not be prepared. If the motion for a protective order is denied
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in whole or in part, the presiding officer may, on suc terms and conditions 
as are just, order that ay party or person provide or permit discovery.  

(d) Sequence and timing of discovery. Unless the presiding officer upon 
motion, for the covenience of parties and witnesses and in the interests of 
justice, orders otherwise, methods of discovery my be used in any sequence 
and the fact that a party is -i-tin1 discoivery, whether by d ition or 
otherwise, shall rot operate to delay any other party's discovery.  

(e) SPmel:natin of resp . A party who has included all domomentary 
material relevant to any discovery request in the Licensing suport System or 
who has responded to a request for discovery with a response that was 
couplete when made is under no duty to supplemnt his res e to include 
information theeafter aodired, exept as follows: 

(1) A party is under a duty seasonably to supplement its response with 
respect to any question directly addressed to (i) the identity and location 
of persons having knowlede of discoverable matters, and (ii) the identity 
of each person expected to be called as an expert witness at the hearing, the 
subject matter on which the witness is expected to testify, and the substance 
of the witness's testimony.  

(2) A party is under a duty seasonably to amend a prior r•e if it 
obtains information upon the basis of which (i) it knows that the response 
was incorrect when made, or (ii) it knows that the response though correct 
when made is no lcner true and the ciM.mstanres are such that a failure to 
amend the response is in substanc a knoing Iaent.  

(3) A duty to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the 
presiding officer or agreement of the parties.  

(f) Moticn to comel dismvery. (1) If a deponent or a party upon wht= a 
request for production of doommnts is served fails to respcr or objects to 
the request, or any part thereof, the ing party or the party sutnitting 
the request may move the presiding officer, within five days after the date 
of the response or after failure of a party to respond to the request for an 
order ellin a ne in aciordance with the request. The otion shall 
set forth the nature of the questiaos or the request, the re e or 
ajection of the party upon w the reqest was served, and arguments in 
sport of the atoiu1. Pbr purposes of this paragraph, an evasive or 
incmilete answr or r•e shall be treated as a failure to anwr or 
respo. Failure to answr or respo n ll not be e=sed on the grcnd 
that the discovery sought is cbjecticrable umless the person or party failirn 
to anwr or Rxrn has aplied for a protective order pursuant to Paragraph 
(c) of this section.  

(2) In ruling on a notion made pusuant to this section, the presiding 
officer may make sucd a protective order as he is authorized to make on a 
motion me purmsant to paragraph (c) of this section.  

(3) This section does nut preclude an inreperndot request for issuance of 

a mAPoeM directed to a persm not a party for production of dxmtts. This
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section does not apply to requests for the testimony of the regulatory staff 
pursuant to section 2.720(h) (2) (i) of this part.  

2.1X.7$ . L Depositiors upon oral exation a upon 
written questir.  

(a) Any party desir=rq to take the testimory of any party or other person 
by deositicn on oral examination or written questias shall, without leave 
of the Omnission or the presiding officer, give reasonable notice in writing 
to every other party, to the person to be examined and to the presiding 
officer of the proposed time and place of taking the deposition; the name 
and dress of each person to be examined, if )cuan, or if, the ame is not 
known, a general description sufficient to identify him or the class or grcup 
to which he belcngs; the matters upon which each person wlln be examined and 
the name or descriptive title and address of the officer before 'Am the 
d ition is to be taken.  

(b) Within the United States, a deposition my be taken before any 
officer authorized to administer oaths by the laws of the United States or of 
the place where the examination is held. outside of the United States, a 
dpiticn my be taken before a secretary of an embassy or legation, a 
consul general, vice conul or consular agent of the United States, or a 
person authorized to administer oaths designated by the Comnission.  
Depositio may be coducted by telephn or by video teleference.  

(c) Mhe deponent shall be swrn or shall affirm before any questions are 
put to him or her. Exmzination and cross-examination shall proceed as at a 
hearing. Each question pr mded, shall be rorde and the answer taken 
dmn in the words of the witness. Objections on questions of evidence shall 
be noted in short form without the arguments. Te officer shall not decide 
on the muipet••ny, materiality, or relevancy of evidee but shall record the 
evidence subject to objection. Objections on questions of evidence not made 
before the officer shall not be deemed waived unless the ground of the 
ojection is one which might have been obviated or reimved if presented at 
that time.  

(d) Mien the tastimony is fully transcribed, the depsition shall be 
submitted to the deponent for examination and signature unless the depcsent 
is ill or cannot be found or refuses to sign. 7he officer shall certify the 
d ition or, if the eosition is not signed by the depcnet, shall 
certify the reasos for the failure to sign, and shall prceptly tranmit the 
deposition to the LSS Adnis•ator.  

(e) Where the d ition is to be taken on written questions, the 
party taking the deposition sall serve a cp of the questins, shoi each 
question separately and crsecutively numbered, on every other party with a 
notice statirq the name and aess of the person w is to arswr them, and 
the name, description, title, and e of the officer before whom they are 
to be taken. Within ten (10) days after service, any other party may serve 

Los-questions. qe i , cross-questic, and answers shall be 
r )rded and signed, and the dosition certified, returned, and filed as in 
the case of a deposition on oral examination.
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(f) A deposition will not be a part of the recor in the hearing 
unless received in evidence. If only part of a deposition is offered in 
e.idenoe by a party, any other party my introdUCS any other parts. A party 
shall not be •de to make a person his am witness for any purpose by 
taking its dosition.  

(g) A deponnt whose d sitin is taken and the officer taking a 
deposition shall be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services 
in the district oaurts of the United States, to be paid by the party at whose 
instanc the d ition is taken.  

(h) 1fle witness may be -- bhzanid, represe*2,d andi advised by legal 
counsel.  

(i) (1) After receiving writtn notice of the dqxsition under paragraph 
(a) or paragraph (e) of this section, and ten days before the sdceduled date 
of the deposition, the deponent shall submit an index of all dootments in his 
or her possession, relevant to the subject uattr' of the deposition, 
including the categories of dozments set forth in p-g-- (i) (2) (i) of 
this section, to all parties. Te index shall identify those rerds which 
have already been entered into the -Lioensirz Support System. All docutments 
that are not identical to doaments already on the Licensing Support System, 
whethr by reason of s3bsgent modification or by the addition of notations, 
shall be treated as separate docments.  

(2)W Th folloing uterial is excluded fro initial entry into the 
Licensing Support System, but is subject to derivative discvery under 
paragyp h (i) (1) of this section

X~7 ILpersonal recirds;* 
AN~ _=) travel vouchers; 
0,Y (iii) speechies; 
ffl I± prliinr drafts; Ix1 .  

mx ,~ /UW"VW /X~A M /WaZ /AW~ /%*'? /,tp /XM 

mv- 1:7 1 
Il/il//IlI//IA Z•I•• 

III!1111,•XI•/# • !#1/4
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(3) Any party ray reest a papyer y of any or all of the documents 
on the index that have ot already been entered into the Licening Supiport 
Systm.  

(4) Te depcr shall bring a paper copy of all docmets on the 
index that have rot already been entered into the Licensing Su& ort Syt to 
an oral dexoiticn omducted pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section, or in 
the case of a depositicn taken on written questions pursuant to paragraph (e) 
of this section, shall submit such documents with the certified deposition.  

(5) A party may request that any or all docizents on the index that 
have not already been entered into the Ucering Suport Systa, and an which 
they intend to rely at hearing, be entered into the ISS.  

(j) In a pr in which the NC is a party, the NRC staff will make 
av•ilable one or more witnesses designated by the Executive Director for 
Operations, for oral examination at the hearing or on depositicn, regading 
any matter, rot privileged, wich is relevant to the issues in the 
prc~eling'. The attendance and testimony of the Counissicners and named NRC 
perscrmel at a hearing or cn d iticn may not be required by the presiding 
officer, by subpoena or othexwise: Provided, 7hat the presiding officer may, 
upon a showing of exepticrnal circustane, such as a case in which a 
particular named NRC employee has direct perscnal knowledge of a material 
fact not known to the witnesses made available by the Executive Director for 
Cperations reguire the attendanc and testimony of named NRC perscrmel.  

'2-. 1 OZO 
Z0/Z•0 • First Prehearing coiference.  

(a) In any proceeding involving an applicaticn for a license to receive 
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations 
area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter the Omnissicn or the presiding 
officer will direct the parties and any petitioners for intervention, or 
their counsel, to apear at a specified time and place, within seventy days 
after the notice of hearinq is published, or such other time as the 
Co isi Ian or the presiding officer may deem ate, for a c--ference 
to: 

(1) Pezrmit identification of the key issues in the prcesding; 

(2) Take any st necessary for further identification of the issues; 

(3) CMisider all intervention petiticrs to allow the presiding officer to 
make suc preliminary or final etian as to the parties to the 
pr :eedz*, as may be appro.iate; aid 

(4) Establish a schedule for further actions in the proosesin.
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(b) The presiding officer my order any further formal and informal 
ronfereics amon the parties, including teleconferec, to the extent that 
the presiding officer considers that such a confe would expedite the 

(c) -A preherinq Ociference held p=rWat to this section shalI be 
stenographically reported and my be cadwted by t:leconference.  

(d) r- presiding officer shall enter an order which recites the action 
taken at the conference, the scefle for further actiors in the proceeding, 

any agr•its by the parties, and -wtih identifies the key issues in the 
proceein, makes a preliminary or final termination as to the parties in 

the Poeding, and provides for the staii ion of status reports on 
di xwery.  

Z/7ZScsond Prehearing Coference.  

(a) The C~nisin or the presiding officer in a proceedAiMn on an 
application for a licenee to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste 
at a geologic repository cperations area shall direct the parties or their 
counsel to appear at a specified time and place within seventy days after the 
Safety Evaluation Review is issued by the NRc staff for a confere to 
consider: 

(1) Comideration of new or amerded contentions submitted under section 

2.1014 (a) (3) of this suhpart; 

(2) Simplification, clarification, and specification of the issues; 

(3) The necessity or desirability of amending the pleadings; 

(4) The obtaining of stipulations and admissions of fact and of the 
contents and auUteicity of dments to avoid wmcssary proof; 

(5) Identification of witnesses and the limitation of the number of expert 
witnesses, and other step to expedite the presentation of evidence; 

(6) The setting of a hearing udwule; and 

(7) Such other natters as my aid in the orderly disposition of the 

(b) Prehearing conferenoe shall be at~wx!g-ratiLcaly reportied.  

(c) mw presiding officer shall enter an ordpr which recites the action 
taken at the cunferem, the inI I allowed to the pleadings and 
agremnts by the parties, and which limits the issues or defines the matters 
in rmltoverW to be detemined in the p

/ Imiediate effectiveness of intitial decision.
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(a) Ber•,' rev!iew and final decisi, n by the Cmzissicrn. an initial 
decision rgl-9vinr all issues before the p ajndi officer in favor of 
is••uane or amendnt of a costrxuctim authorizatin 2ursuant to section 
60.31 of this • hapter or a license to receive and _esess bhih-level 
radioactive waste at a ieologic re ository c sratigs area rsuant to 
sect-ion 60.41 of this gbrg . will be inmaIatelv effective uMon iuce 

(1) As proridAd in any order issued in aomordance with section 2.788 of 

this part that stays the effective of an initial decision: o.  

(2) As otherise prvgi@d by the Qummisim in mecial circmstane.  

(b) The Director of Nclear Material Safetl a and 0f- ds, as 
appropriate, notwis n the Mfing or =41cM of an ag2 M rs nt to 
section 2.762 of this part or a petitign for review prsu t to section 2.786 
of this •vt. pr~laq shall issue a __nsruction authorization or a license 
to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a eologic rgositorv 
.g:eraticns area, or an1rdnen1s thereto. followim, an initial decision 
resolving all i* e before the =resid=xn officer in favor of the licensi 
action upm makig the appropriate licensing fiims. efiit-

(1) As provided in varagrar (c) of this secticn: w 

(2) As Drovide in arn order issued in aardanx•m with sectinc 2.788 of 
this Dar= that stays the effectiveness of an intial decisic; oL 

(3) As otherwise Drovided by the oTmnission in soecial c'.  

(c) (1) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeuards ay 
isue a construction authorization or a license to receive and possess waste 
at a oeomlic transitory € tratiam area in a--rdanrm with Dagraar (c) (2) 
of this secti•n. the 0-,miss-in. in t exercs of its _m vsrv_ a it v 
wer m t-r--•i... ble.nwl in',lortamoe and g .ete a .,•e'viory 

exanmnatlcn of those issues contested in the cro iinb efore the 
Liacesi Board to ccxsider m&hter there is any sicnificant basis for 
dcx *m that the facility will be perated with decuate cratection of the 
p2blic health and safety. and Whether the CQmmission should take action to 
miUlpd or to otherdw cmdLiticn the effectiveess of a Liicerni 
Board •,cisin that rsolves cxrrtested issues in a m-:-o, din in favor of 
IggWM a oaistruaon authrization or a license to rpeeive and posse 
hgh-alevel radioactive waste at a qeolocic remository cweraticn area.  
w a Ls=rv_ exminaition is not pt of the adbigicat-ry v_ ding and the 
parties to the prnmairin have no ri•_ t to file plead ,,d_ with the Omn-miwicg 
with mrgrd to this y-s examination. The Qmnision shall rntifte
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Dingtor in writ 'Am its -sMo rv exwmanaticn cgr&ted in aordane 
with this MaraMMELt has been galeted.  

(2) Before the Director of lear Materal Safety and Safeguards issues a 
arn-trw icin authorization or a license to receive and ossess high-level 
radioactive waste at a ggo__ctic rcsi__tory (,eraticr. area. the Onmmission 
shall review those issues that have not be-m coytested in the Dpro i.i 
before the licensin, Board bit abot , . the Director ust make arraruriate 
firdin= , rdor to the •,sa.r• of mi a license. 7he Direto shall issue a 
cstniction authorization or a license to rece-ive and possess high-leve3 
radioactive waste at a qeolgqic rgnsitxy_ gxratimns area only after written 
rn*.ificatin from the _im-nission of its zm.•letion of its review under this 
paraah and of its detemination that it is aMrotpriate for the Director to 
issue such a license. Mus Cmnission review of uwrctestd issues is not 
p=t of the adjudicatory rgreediM and the parties to the xr-gin have no 
right to file Dleading_ with the Cmnisicn r this review.  

(3) No iog__n of t effectiveni s of a Licensing Board's initi 
dcision or r of the Director's i a of a license that 
from a Commsion m -v exa''ination of conte issuestunder 
(c)1 of this section dra reiew of st under 

(c)(2)ofthi setin wl b eterd Z~t inMit wha statevent th raons_. Such •ion or rnt•nn will be limited to such Meicd 

as is D•-gg-gY for thetorsletemtrsaisu.Ith 
_m_• exainati-n •_ts in a e n of the effecttse of the 
Licensin Board's initial decision urder D a h (c) (1) of this section.  
the Cmnission will take review of the decision sua te and furtand 
pMceMdrs relative to the oritested amtters at issue will be in accordance 
with proeures for pMtcipation by the arplicant. the NRC staff, or othe 
prvties to the LicensinM Board p g__dn establiWjhd by the Cnicin ion 
its written statement- of reaso., If a iwot•-t,-nt results from a review 
under p-•amra r (c) (2) of thi's section. cments on the &nxxntested mtte-s 
at issue My be filed by the applicant within 
ten (10) days of service of the Mmmission's written state .  

030CF1NG AMWNK TS 

2.700 is a by adding: 

he procedure applicable to the proceedi on an application for a license to 
receive and possss high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository 
operatic• area are set forth in mapazt J of this part.  

2.714 is aeddby M1p%fV XU±RN 

With the Sexc•tiom of lic-et Mlicatigns docketed urder Suhoart J of this

2.743(f) is amene by adding:
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Ekiibits in the proceding on an applicatiom for a license to receive and 
possss high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository cperations area 
are governed by section 2.1014 of this part.  

2.764 is a by deleting paragrp (d).


